From Near and Far, International Students Flock to YU

By Benjamin Koslowe

There are currently around 140 international undergraduates at Yeshiva University, 57 of whom are non-native English-speakers. According to Ms. Geri Mandorf, Director of Undergraduate Admissions, this is “a number consistent with the enrollment we have seen over the last few years.” International students have travelled to America to study at YU for many years. Over the past ten years alone, over 500 international students from over 30 countries have attended the undergraduate programs. According to trend charts provided by Rabbi David Palmer and Ms. Jennifer Golden, the International Student and Scholar Advisor, just under a majority of the international student population consistently hails from Canada. The next-biggest senders are Israel and France at 8% each, and Panama and Morocco at 5% each. Other countries of origin include Chile, El Salvador, Spain, Russia, Belgium, Colombia, Switzerland, and Venezuela, all of which currently have undergraduate students enrolled in YU.

“YU is blessed and dedicated and committed lay leaders,” reported Rabbi Kenneth Brander, Vice President for University and Community Life. “In multiple conversations with one of them we discussed a unique opportunity for admissions to expand its reach through focusing on certain Jewish communities outside of North America. Thanks to a generous grant from this lay leader, Yeshiva will now be able to more actively recruit in previously untapped international markets.” Ms. Mandorf added that the grant developed by Rabbi Brander includes a new recruiting initiative for the undergraduate colleges focused on South America, England, and Australia based on the interest of international Jewish communities. The grant gives us the resources to meet prospective students and their families at their schools and synagogues and discuss the opportunities that come with the education and experience at YU.”

“This latest recruitment effort will hopefully yield an increase in our international population,” noted Ms. Norma Silbermintz, the Coordinator of Academic Affairs for International Students. Ms. Silbermintz, who has been working with international students on Wilf Campus for over 30 years as the full-time Language (Spanish and Hebrew) instructor for the past eight years, added that the addition of Rabbi Ari Solomont to the team. Rabbi Solomont, the new Associate Director of International Admissions and Recruitment, began his current role just this past September. Based in Israel but traveling worldwide, Solomont explained that “my role is to develop the international recruitment process in communities outside

1500 Gather in Times Square to Sing, Dance and Show Their Support for Israel

By Uri Salomon

Shlomo Anapolle was there. Were you? There, of course, refers to the annual Times Square Kumsitz coordinated by the Yeshiva University Israel Club. This year’s Kumsitz (song rally), on Sunday the first of November, might have been one of the biggest ever in YU history. On Facebook alone, more than ten thousand people said they would be attending the event and it was estimated that fifteen hundred people came over the duration of the Kumsitz. Naturally, this count doesn’t include the dozens of people who joined while they were walking around Times Square.

“The Kumsitz this year was much larger than it had been in the past but we were still able to maintain its traditional fee thanks to Arveh Tiferesnun and the Y-Studt,” explained Michael Osborne, former president of the YU Israel Club. “We made a huge Kiddush Hashem and were able to make a statement to the world that we support our state in our indigenous homeland no matter where we may be in the world.”

Over the course of the next two hours, from 6:00 PM to 8:00 PM, the speakers blasted and students sang their hearts out: for their land and for their brothers.

An anonymous source actually spotted Palestinian flags in the vicinity about an hour before the event started. However, neither protests nor demonstrations were seen or reported while the group sang and danced in front of the Red Steps.

Daniel Lazarev, a member of the YU Israel Club, explained why he feels students gather each year for this awe-inspiring event: “Ever since I joined YU’s Israel Club, I saw the Kumsitz as an opportunity to defend Israel through nonpolitical means because – and I think most people on our board would agree with this – the animosity Israel faces is not rooted in politics but is instead only disguised as such.” He continued: “We therefore used song and prayer, the fewest strongest weapons to display on one of the world’s biggest stages some of the key values upon which our nation is founded: the sanctification and love of life, an undying pursuit of peace, and our hope for national self-determination in our ancestral homeland.”

Calm Town Hall Meeting Signals Optimism about YU’s Future

By David Rubinstein

President Richard Joel held a town hall meeting in the Gottesman Library’s Heights Lounge for students on the Wilf Campus on Wednesday, October 24, during club hour. Studded with jokes and delivered in good humor, the tone of the president’s address and students’ questions was markedly calmer than the tone of last spring’s town hall meeting. That event occurred before the closing of the Einstein deal and at the height of uncertainty for YU’s financial future and how budget cuts would affect the university experience.

Before commencing with his remarks, President Joel called upon Noam Saifer, president of the Yeshiva Student Union, to lead the assembly in the recitation of Psalm 121, on behalf of the terror victims in Israel and those suffering from the threat of terrorism.

Turning back on to the podium, President Joel explained the Jewish tradition “to reach out to God in times of trouble—on behalf of others, and on our own behalf for a sense of doing something to help.” He also said that while it is important to recite a chapter of Psalms, he encourages students to make themselves heard by getting involved with YUPAC and continuing communication with their counterparts in Israel. “In a world that resorts to knives we should not abandon the handshake,” he said.

President Joel expressed his hopes that the Gottesman Library’s renovations be completed “within the next few weeks, certainly by the beginning of December.” He also announced that the Morgenstern basement, “which we can hardly call a shul,” will be getting a “modest facelift,” which will include cleaning and new carpeting, chairs, tables, and bookcases, “to make it appropriate for learning and davening.” The President reflected that “it’s a big deal that even as we go through challenging times we always look to the future.”

“I FELT A COMPLETE CULTURE SHOCK AND DID NOT FEEL WELL HERE IN THE UNITED STATES. AFTER A COUPLE OF WEEKS THIS WENT AWAY AND I FOUND MY PLACE IN YU AND FEEL LIKE I FOUND THE PERFECT FIT FOR ME.”

- ALEX WASCHER
The Rabbinic Relationship

By David Rubinstein

There is a crisis of rabbinic leadership in our community. Saying so is no longer sensationalism. We can probably all think of at least one man who holds the title of rabbi, but whose guidance, whether halachic or spiritual, lacks the expertise we would expect from someone who has been ordained. Even among rabbis whose scholarship is up to standard, some lack the skills and experience to share their insight with constituents. Most tragically, we recall too well the images of rabbis convicted of criminal activity, abusers of their followers who embezzled funds or preyed on congregants’ most vulnerable sensitivities.

On the other side, an increasing number of synagogue-goers are becoming synagogue-defectors. Breakaway prayer groups whose sole distinction is the absence of a rabbi are more common than ever. Fewer halachic inquiries are brought before rabbis for decision, but not because fewer halachic questions arise.

The relationship between the rabbinate and the laity is too often marred by disconnect, distrust, and distrust. We students of Yeshiva University may soon, if we do not already, find ourselves on one side of the rift between pew and dias. We can and must heal this injured system with one small step: starting a conversation. Our rabbinate and congregants need a conversation that takes place on two fundamental premises: one, that both parties share the common aspirations of serving God and living meaningful Orthodox Jewish lifestyles; two, that without each other, both parties are doomed to fall catastrophically short of their goals.

As we prepare to assume our individual roles within our communities, we should recognize our distinct responsibilities. The overwhelming majority of us, who will become lay members of our community, must communicate with our rabbis. We must guide their attention towards the questions in life that are important to us which present Halachic or philosophical uncertainty. We must be expressive not out of contempt or criticism, but out of sincere desire for partnership and counsel. We have to vocalize our expectations and hopes—not through rants on Facebook posts or via satirical songs on YouTube—but rather face-to-face and in person. We must also recognize that rabbis usually have greater Halachic expertise than we and that they are entitled to their Halachic opinion, if it is valid and thought out, even if we would have hoped for a different decision.

The few of us who will become professional clergymen have to improve our communication, too. We must be open to hearing what our constituents tell us. If we are surprised by how important a certain issue is to our laity, we should not dismiss it out of ignorance. Rather, we must consider the topic until we understand and address the needs of our constituents. We will undoubtedly face communal questions that our teachers did not and we must prepare to answer them with both firm roots in our tradition and faithful eyes on the future. And, out of respect to our followers, we must communicate our decisions in clear, accessible rhetoric, along with rigorous, dispassionate Halachic or philosophical prose.

In a recent resolution, the Rabbinical Council of America’s reaffirmed its proscription of female ordination. Correctly or incorrectly, many felt the resolution struck a dissonant chord on two counts. First, it seemed as though permission will come once we have initiated the dialogue that is so painful absent. Rabbis and their communities can and must be a team. Now is a good moment to call a timeout and have a team huddle. Let us take this opportunity to start a conversation. Let us stop talking over each other and start talking to each other about how to create an effective, engaging partnership.

Letter to the Editor: In Response to “Give and Let Live?”

By Ariel Reiner

Is this really the time? Is this really the time for such a negative article, lacking any sense of nuance? If there was ever a time for such an article, it certainly isn’t now. At a time when more than ever, Jews must come together to pray and learn, specifically for the city which this article centers around, I am appalled that such a piece was written and published for that matter.

I understand the excitement of controversy. At first glance, a writer would harp on the opportunity to write about one group of Jews, very different from the writer I might add, taking advantage in a sense, of a group they don’t consider legitimate, let alone respect. That is the clear premise here. That is the juicy angle as in a sense, of a group they don’t consider legitimate, let alone respect. The stabber at a gay-pride parade, whom nearly every Rabbi in the stable, to help him out? Where else should he go? Whether this is the most sensible place for him to be. Sure, there may be this Chassid who disagrees on issues, but that he disagrees on specific details, details you can only reach after agreeing on larger, broader issues. All orthodox Jews in Israel are in essence on the same path, just with different goals. Some work, some learn, some defend the country, and while they certainly have their differences, they are all trying to get closer to God.

With that understanding, why wouldn’t someone in need in instinctively ask his fellow orthodox Jew, who also is financially stable, to help him out? Whether this Chassid should be working is another question altogether and not a question for now. Once you accept the fact that he needs money this is the most sensible place for him to be. Sure, may be there is an example here or there of an ungrateful collector, but citing this as an argument against a movement as a whole is nothing but stereotyping, which the author claims to try to avoid. In fact, based on my two years spent living in a Dati Leumi community while in yeshiva, as long as the collectors were respectful about it, we were united by our passion for living the ideals of Torah u-Maddah, and a commitment to journalistic excellence.

The Commentator is the official student newspaper of Yeshiva University. For 81 years, The Commentator has served students and administrators as a communicative conduit; a kinetic vehicle disseminating undergraduate social, religious, and academic beliefs across the student bodies; and a reliable reflection of Yeshiva student life to the broader Jewish and American communities. The Commentator staff claims students spanning the diverse spectrum of backgrounds and beliefs represented at Yeshiva.
7 Up/7 Down

This thing has never been funnier or more relevant! Whoever writes this thing should get a pay raise.

Positivity by Lipa

I’m not at all kidding when I say that this is the greatest song ever recorded by a Jewish musician. Nega-Nega-Nega-Nega Negativity

The Danciger Quadrangle

This place may not be very large and it may look suspiciously like a rectangle but it’s all the grass we have.

Marco

The king has returned to his castle and our former glory has been re-stored. God bless.

Spotify Playlists

Dear Spotify, thank you for getting me through midterms, and finding new music. You’re like the older brother I never had.

Bas Kol

What could be better than Chasidim dancing wildly to words from the Talmud set to Fifth Harmony’s “Worth It”?

Yeshiva Crushes

The temperature may be dropping, but passions are rising. It only lasted a few days, but romance was in the air with this Facebook page cultivating the mystique of the secret admirer.

The Massive Window Shade

It is far from obvious why this thing is necessary to conceal Nagel Bagel. But the massive YU logo is kinda cool.

Attendance at Town Hall Meetings

Whether it was the rain or the lack of exciting scandals to grill the president about, something about this recent event failed to draw the masses.

Diet Snapple

Made from the best stuff on earth? I beg to differ. A poor imitation of the real thing.

Restaurant Caf Card Machines

You’re there already so you might as well get some food and pay out of pocket. Add this to the list of things that often don’t work.

Explosions at the Wilf Campus

If you hear an enormous explosion tonight and then notice that the city is in ruins with a large mushroom cloud looming over it, DO NOT WORRY.

Taylor Swift

Who does she think she is releasing a new album in over a year? I’m going through a hard time and I need this!

Women Looking to Join the RCA

Sorry, applications are currently being accepted only from those with at least one Y chromosome.

LETTER, CONT. FROM PAGE 2

these people were more than happy to donate. It’s often people from the outside looking in that stir up this unnecessary controversy.

The author’s assumption that giving this person money is our acceptance of the fact that he disagrees with us and in essence laughs in our face is, well, laughable. We shouldn’t view the donation as a sponsorship of his views, but as an answer to a call to action. Rather we should welcome this person money is our acceptance of the fact that he disagrees with us and in essence laughs in our face. We shouldn’t take this stuff seriously.

We must call this out for what it is: a two way street. How can we ever expect them to be open to our way of life if we lack any degree of nuance or acceptance? Is it not a two way street? And when can we start looking at this as a two lane, one way, street?

We must call this out for what it really is. It’s an attempt to divide us and question our generosity towards a sect of our religion, that is already foreign enough to us. The author at the end of his piece says not to take this as a call to action. Rather we should just contemplate the subtext of what he is in essence doing when we give money to ultra-orthodox Jews. If the purpose wasn’t to call for the halt of ultra-orthodox Jews, I fail to see the goal here if not to simply put a bad cynical taste in our mouths when we do so.

The Jewish people are facing extreme trying times right now, especially in Israel, and specifically the holy capital of Jerusalem. We should focus on the scenes of the incredible, mostly Ultra-Orthodox I might add. Zaka workers and Hatzolah workers, who are always the first responders to terror attacks running to save Jewish lives no matter what sect they stem from. This is hardly the time to feature a story dividing the city even more than the rest of the world already does. The way we can help from across the sea is surely with more positivity and acceptance, not more cynicism and ridicule.

Recent Security Issues on Campus

During the past three weeks, the Wilf Campus has been host to some unpleasant disturbances and violent activity. In these past weeks, all students received advisory notices from the YU Campus Security to their student e-mail accounts concerning the recent chaos on campus.

The first incident occurred on October 15th, and featured a pellet shooting at a local street corner here in Washington Heights. At one o’clock in the morning, according to the notice, “a student heard a popping sound and then was hit in the leg by a pellet.” Minutes later, a security officer was hit by multiple pellets at the same location.

The second strange occurrence happened Friday night, October 23rd, and involved a group of teenagers breaking windows on campus. After being pursued by security, the offenders fled. This group of boys has also been reported for breaking car windows in nearby areas.

The most recent, and perhaps the most frightening, episode transpired around midnight on Thursday, October 29th. An e-mail from security stated, “three students were sitting on a park bench using their cell phones, when they were approached by three males on bicycles. The males displayed a screwdriver and attempted to steal their cell phones.” One of the three reported his phone was stolen. The New York City Police is investigating all three cases.

In light of these incidents, many students, like Sophomore Jacob Furer, have developed a newfound uneasiness about being outside on campus late at night. Furer commented, “My friends and I don’t feel totally comfortable outside after eleven o’clock. It just scares me because it happened where I was standing just a couple days ago,” regarding the screwdriver encounter.

While these incidents have surely instilled fear into many, no one was injured in any of these occurrences. YU Campus Security encourages anyone outside at night to maintain a constant level of vigilance, and to be cognizant of the current unstable local surroundings.

Renewed Dorm Talks to Invigorate Conversation on Campus

Dorm Talks, an event that once occurred frequently on the Wilf Campus, is back after a fifteen-year hiatus. On Tuesday night, October 20, a panel of faculty discussed “The Right Focus in College Years” in the Rubin Shul over coffee, tea, and dessert pastries. The panel consisted of Rabbi Yaakov Glasser, the David Mitzner Dean, Center for the Jewish Future; Rabbi Ozer Glickman, a Rosh Yeshiva of RIETS; Dean Moses Pava, the Dean of the Sy Syms School of Business; and Rabbi Yosef Kalinsky, the Assistant Dean of Undergraduate Torah Studies. University Housing and Residence Life Associate Director Jonathan Schwab moderated.

The panelists shared their biographies, each of which include impressive education and some of which include professional success as well. The speakers stressed the value in investing in education and in pursuing academic interests, even if the areas of academic interest are not all coherent with each other. The conversation became particularly interesting when Dean Pava and Rabbi Glickman expressed opposing views on various issues.

Rabbi Glasser told the Commentator that he recalls Dorm Talks from when he was a student at YU as a chance for students and faculty to engage about relevant issues. “Working in an office most of my day,” Rabbi Glasser said, he was excited to participate in Dorm Talks because he embraces “every opportunity to discuss and reflect on educational and communal issues with students.”

The re-institution of Dorm Talks is part of a larger initiative to make residence life more accessible to Yeshiva students with a wider spectrum of interests. The Shabbat enhancement project is part of this vision, as well. Some have suggested that Dorm Talks take place on Shabbat as well.

WWW.YUCOMMENTATOR.ORG
### Medical Ethics Society Hosts Conference on Pediatric Health

**By Golda Aharon and Michal Auerbach**

On Sunday, October 25th, the Yeshiva University Student Medical Ethics Society and the Center for the Jewish Future held their Ninth Annual Fuld Family Medical Ethics Conference on the Wilf Campus. The Yeshiva University Student Medical Ethics Society is a student-run organization that aims to raise awareness about ethical issues in medicine that relate to the Jewish community.

Dr. Glen Hirsch, an associate professor of psychiatry at the Mailman School of Public Health at Columbia University, and Dr. Jay Mayefsky, an assistant head of school at the Shefa School, discussed the divergent effects of vaccination and alcohol consumption. Dr. Hirsch and Dr. Schwab explained the fundamental basis of ADHD, described different approaches to its treatment, and discussed the ethical dilemmas that come with diagnosis. Attendees were left with a newfound sense of understanding and urgency as to how we need to strive more to keep our children safe and healthy.

The third plenary was a joint presentation on ADHD (Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder) by Dr. Glen Hirsch, MD, Medical Director at NYU Child Study Center, and Dr. Yoni Schwab, PhD, Assistant Head of School at the Shefa School. Together, Dr. Hirsch and Dr. Schwab explained the fundamental basis of ADHD, described different approaches to its treatment, and discussed the ethical dilemmas that come with diagnosis. Attendees were left with a newfound sense of understanding and urgency as to how we need to strive more to keep our children safe and healthy.

### Computer Science: A Flawed Past, A Hopeful Future

**By Elie Lipnik**

There is a common misconception that virtually every student at Yeshiva University will graduate in pursuit of a degree in medicine, law, or business. Contrary to popular opinion, however, there are many students pursuing undergraduate degrees in fields like history, music, English, and chemistry, with plans to pursue varying and unique career paths. More specifically, one major that seems to have garnered attention recently is Computer Science. For years, the Computer Science major at Yeshiva University has had a reputation of being weak, and recently students have complained about the major’s deficiencies.

According to a fourth-year senior majoring in computer science who wished to remain anonymous, “The main problem with the program is that it only has three professors, two of which do not seem to care about the success of the students.” As the major attracts more and more students in an increasingly technology-based world, student frustration has increased over lack of choice in professors.

Part of that frustration stems from the limited nature of course offerings in a major staffed by just three professors. These issues, combined with the aggressive rigor of the major itself, deter many Yeshiva students from participating in the major. According to a first-year student, who wished to major in computer science but dropped it, and also requested anonymity, he did so because “With the many more hours of extra work and so little in-class guidance I felt it wasn’t worth it for another three years.” In more extreme cases, students were forced to choose between staying at Yeshiva in a major they didn’t see filling their needs, or transferring in pursuit of a computer science education elsewhere.

Thomas Otway, the new chair of the Computer Science Department, has much to say on the matter. According to Otway, the Computer Science major used to be quite small, but very recently “tripled in size at Yeshiva University.” Since this growth in major popularity, the program is struggling to update itself to meet the demands of holistic education, and due to financial constraints, the process will most likely take longer than desired. However, according to Otway, more professors will be added to the faculty as soon as Fall Semester 2016. In addition, there are a number of courses that are currently in the development stage, with plans to implement them as soon as they are classroom-ready. Although there may be some quirks in the system, Professor Otway stressed that this did not deter graduate schools or companies from hiring or accepting Yeshiva graduates. In addition, students have been accepted to graduate computer science programs at Yale, Columbia, and University of Pennsylvania.

Professor Otway explained that computer science is truly a discipline of the engineering field, and is therefore considered to be a hard science major, with extremely rigorous courses. “Students have to realize that we are at a small liberal arts college rather than a large university and, accordingly, there will be fewer courses offered.” However, Professor Otway recommended a few different courses of action to mitigate the situation. One way to take advantage of Yeshiva’s unique opportunities is to double major in computer science and the Computer Science track of the Math major, which would give a Yeshiva student the background of someone who graduates with a Bachelor of Science from a large university. Otway further suggested enrolling in the graduate-level courses offered by the department to gain a competitive edge. Additionally, students can enroll in the joint five-year program with Columbia University, in which students spend three years at Yeshiva University and then two at Columbia, earning a BA degree from YU and a BS from Columbia.

Professor Otway acknowledges that there are issues to tackle and is in the midst of doing so. Regardless, he firmly believes that if students truly take advantage of all the opportunities presented at Yeshiva University, they will receive a spectacular education; one that is just as good, if not better, than that of a top-notch, large university. If, however, computer science majors stay for three years and take only the required courses, they will most likely not have the same success as those who take advantage of the options available at YU.
Campus Historical Society Hosts Event Detailing the Link Between Piracy and Terrorism

By Arthur Schoen

The Yeshiva College Historical Society hosted its first event of the semester this past Tuesday, November 3rd. The event, a lecture by Professor Douglas Burgess, drew students from both the Wilf and Beren Campuses as well as guests from outside the University. The lecture, entitled “From Blackbeard to Bin Laden: Peace and Terror in the Modern World,” covered a particular area of expertise for Professor Burgess.

Professor Burgess, who has been teaching in YC, Stern, and Cardozo for the past six years, is a world-renowned expert on piracy and terrorism law. He has published and spoken extensively on the relationship between the two. In this lecture, he traced the development of a legal theory linking the jurisdiction for trying members of international terrorist organizations to piracy law. He described the legal theory as having its roots in the early 19th century that gave a framework for the United States to prosecute the pirates who menaced its coasts.

This pioneering legal theory has been a significant part of Professor Burgess’ life work and career. He described to those attending this event how he first thought to link piracy law to terrorism in his third year of law school at Cornell and told them all about the many years of research and publishing that followed.

In addition to the details of this theory, Professor Burgess’ presentation was interwoven with personal anecdotes that shed light on why this issue became such a passion of his. He explained how some major world events of the last fifteen years, including 9/11, the Hebrew University bombings, and the court cases deciding the status of the Guantanamo Bay prisoners impacted his development of this legal theory.

After this idea began to germinate, Professor Burgess spent the 2002-2003 academic year researching the topic at the University of British Columbia. As the evidence supporting the linkage between piracy law and international terrorism became more overwhelming, Professor Burgess organized the material and began to promulgate this idea through television interviews, public appearances, and articles in prominent newspapers, magazines, and scholarly journals. He explained upon these ideas further in his 2010 book, The World for Ransom: Piracy is Terrorism, Terrorism is Piracy. In that same year, the State Department actually adopted Professor Burgess’ theory as official policy. This meant that they asserted U.S. jurisdiction over members of international terrorist organizations based on the jurisdiction established by anti-pirate laws and cases more than 150 years ago.

In closing his presentation, Professor Burgess drew some lessons from his story. He talked about the power of tenacity and sticking to an idea even when it seems inconceivable for it to actually be put into practice. He charged those in attendance to never lose their idealism, to never give up on their dreams to change the world.

The students and guests at this event listened with rapt attention to Professor Burgess’ forty-five minute presentation. Afterwards, everyone stayed while people asked questions relating to manifestations of this legal theory in current events, asking about such timely topics as ISIS and terrorism against U.S. citizens in Israel.

This first event of the Historical Society was a rousing success, marred only slightly by the fact that the advertised pizza never arrived. Moshe Beiser, a freshman at Princeton University who attended Professor Burgess’ lecture while visiting friends in YU, called Professor Burgess’ presentation a “story of courage” that bore “inspirational messages.”

The newly re-booted Historical Society, led by co-presidents Shai Berman and Yakov Ellenbogen, is excited to host many more such events over the course of the year, stimulating interest in history on both campuses. And for those of our students who wanted to learn more about actual pirates rather than anti-pirate laws, they can check out Professor Burgess’ 2008 book The Pirates’ Pact: The Secret Alliances Between History’s Most Notorious Buccaneers and Colonial America.
President Joel made more announcements, such as the appointment of Paul Glassman as Director of University Librar- ies, which is in addition to his current position as adjunct in- structor of architecture and advisor to the architecture minor. President Joel also announced the online master’s in marketing that the School of Business is offering to international students in cooperation with YU Global. Enrollment in the program will be available to “anybody, from within the University and beyond,” the President said.

Further initiatives in education include a forthcoming School of General Studies and Continuing Education. Presi- dent Joel said that the new school will “live and online classes to a much broader community in a huge array of qual- ity offerings that will maintain a standard in academic excel- lence.” The hope is that the school will also “make us lots of money so you can continue to come here,” President Joel told the students. He said that he will be naming a dean of the school “shortly” and stressed the importance of acting quickly on this initiative despite the tendency for educational institu- tions to move with deliberate sluggishness.

President Joel’s last announcement was the partnership be- tween YU Global and the Avi Chai Foundation to create online Torah education for high school students. He mentioned those assembled that this academic year’s commencement cer- mony would take place at Madison Square Garden. “We’ve been in exile in nice places for a few years but it’s time to come home,” he said, which received laughter from the audience. After joking about and sharing a note from his personal life, the President opened the floor for questions.

Students were able to ask questions about all sorts of mild and interest- specific. One student, for example, asked why Yeshiva has a 1.75-credit limit per student per term. Another asked whether it would be possible to schedule a midterm examination week, similar to the way final examinations are scheduled.

When one student asked for the President’s short list of can- didates to fill his position when he retires at the completion of his current term, President Joel said he doesn’t have one but joked that his first few years at YU, “everything toxic to the ‘fiction section of Tablet or The Jewish Week.’ In a more seri- ous vein, the President expressed his hopes for qualifications of his successor: “The first and most important qualification of my successor is that he be a serious Ben Torah (a Torah- minded person), who recognizes that Modern Orthodoxy is a big tent with boundaries, and that this is a movement of people who care for who they are.” President Joel assured students that he is not leaving, “I’m being elevated to faculty,” he said.

President Joel gave a lengthy response to a question about the Montefiore’s portion of the Einstein deal. The President said, it was a “win-win-win.” He reassured the inquirer that “Einstein will always be an affiliate of YU, just like RIETS is an affiliate, leolam vaed (forever and ever).” President Joel stressed that the deal stipulates that the college of medicine “always have: high standards of quality, governed by halacha under guidance and supervision of YU; lots of areas for faculty collaboration; and always a special relationship between YU undergraduates and Einstein. Our undergraduates are looked at fa- vorably by Einstein students that is mandated with numbers. There will continue to be that.”

The calm and light tone of this town hall meeting is a depar- ture from previous similar events, in which tensions ran high and the President was the face of a relatively speaker nor audience.

The positivity at this semester’s meeting signals, perhaps, that the leadership and students of YU have a newfound anticipa- tion of a bright future.

“International students need to continue to feel valued for the unique perspectives they bring to campus and the commu- nity,” offered Ms. Silbermintz. “Students Life is very committed to these ideals. Inversely, Ms. Silbermintz commented that “inasmuch as international benefit from YU, without a doubt, the YU community benefits from having the international students who contribute a wonderful diversity in terms of language, culture, history, and minhag. Having these students as part of the YU commu- nity brings that diversity out of the textbook and into the classroom.”

“It has been one of my greatest privileges in life,” mentioned Rabbi Solomont, “being part of a team that introduced non-yeshiva high school students to YU. I’ve been able to play a small role in the admission of several exceptional students who may have otherwise never considered attending YU. I have subse- quently watched these students build inspiring Jewish lives and become role models for others. It is without a doubt that many students that I’ll meet during my travels will never believe at first that a YU education is possible. I hope to slowly change that paradigm and welcome these students to YU.”

The only concern for Wascher is that “it is hard when YU goes through the financial troubles and has to reduce the re- sources. It is a tough time for the University right now and we can just feel that. I’m just hoping and waiting for the time that it gets better. But I have a sense that YU’s environment for the international community is ultimately optimi- mistic. The University really is doing a lot for us and is helpful on many different levels.”

And hope that YU continues to actively work to attract students from around the globe,” concluded Ms. Golden. “This is precise- ly the purpose of this new initiative. International students are able to bring a fresh perspective to the classroom and hopefully become advocates for both YU and the United States once they graduate and return home.”
By Dani Weiss

On November 21, 2015, Jonathan Pollard will be released from federal prison, according to the US Parole Commission. His release marks the end of a 30-year incarceration, much of which he spent in solitary confinement, the result from charges of passing sensitive intelligence information to Israel.

Those who maintain Pollard’s guilt cite a number of factors to justify his punishment. The law doesn’t distinguish between the allies and non-allies with respect to espionage, much of the intelligence data supposedly handed to Israel ended up in the Soviet Union’s possession, Pollard’s services were most likely not of great value to the US, threatening national security interests, and the information was given to Israel only after attempting to sell information to several other countries that certainly couldn’t be considered allies.

To be sure, I’ve read countless articles, attended lectures and protests, and even watched documentaries about Pollard’s case. I grew up around individuals engaged in pro-Pollard activism, and can cooly recite the list of grievances that Pollard supporters cite in his defense. I can tell you that Pollard provided an ally with information vital to its security, the government’s prosecutor failed to uphold his end of a plea bargain, other convicted spies’ whose damage appears to have far surpassed Pollard received comparatively light sentences, bombastic statements by then Secretary of State Casper Weinberger suggest that Jonathan Pollard should have been transferred through legal channels instead of “is not a mental patient.”

This argument is compelling, and my opinion, that independent of his guilt or innocence - Pollard’s trial was hopelessly biased, and his sentence outrageous.

But I wasn’t alive when Pollard was originally imprisoned. My opinions and perceptions related to the case were formed relatively recently. Articles bolstered by evidence that has emerged over the last three decades, I suspects, don’t tell the full story of Jonathan Pollard. Controversies, especially those thrust into the international spotlight, develop over time as tempers cool and more information becomes available. To develop a nuanced understanding of the origins of the controversy, reading the facts and opinions from the 1980’s - when Pollard was originally arrested and tried - would be absolutely essential.

In pursuit of some type of context, or perhaps my own version of closure as a tumultuous three decades comes to an end, I sifted through dozens of articles and publications appearing since 1985, including decades-worth of articles appearing in The Commentator, looking for some type of insight into the development of the controversy. My findings (which are by no means based on exhaustive research) surprised me: The reasoning and rhetoric from three decades ago maintains an extraordinary degree of similarity to what is written nowadays. In 30 years, the arguments against the length of his imprisonment have not changed, and the competing accusations haven’t developed a bit.

Certainly, new documents and interviews have emerged throughout the years, but positions of political import had already been staked, and, in defense of those positions, interpretations of new evidence became predictable give-and-take of unrestrained vitriol. At a certain point, what may have started as a legitimate investigation of a man who passed sensitive intelligence to another government becomes a vicious battle of egos to be fought on an international stage.

Even without the surfacing of new information, Pollard made headlines every few years in the context of presidential confirmation or the possibility of securing his release as a bargaining chip in some ongoing negotiation. Half-healed wounds were torn open, with one side crying accusations of anti-Semitism and the other responding with charges of dual loyalty. Over time, Jonathan Pollard became more an object of controversy than a human being.

So I’ve never known Jonathan Pollard as a human being. Nor have most in my generation. When I was born, he had already spent several years decaying in federal prison. To me, he’s a picture of desperate eyes staring from behind bars, a poster at a rally calling for Justice, or a flyer advertising one of many lobbying efforts to secure his release.

For those who have sought to justify his imprisonment and his status as a traitor to the United States, November 21 will provide a resolution. Through constant pressure - most notably when George Tenet, the CIA director, threatened to resign his post during the Wye negotiations - they ensured that he completed his sentence. Those people can sleep with the smug satisfaction that justice has been served to a deserving criminal.

But for those who supported Pollard, whether by maintaining his innocence or by protesting the degree of his punishment, his release provides no closure whatsoever. The underlying trope of government-sponsored anti-Semitism will not abate with the release of Pollard, nor will any of his dual national loyalties manifest themselves in other issues. The political fights surrounding Pollard will likely relocate to new battlegrounds and find fresh blood to spill. They will seek other humans and objectify them.

Though Pollard might resume something that resembles normal life, his name will forever be associated with political conflict and he will never truly shed his status as an object. The only celebration appropriate for the release of Jonathan Pollard, then, is one tempered by a deep sense of despondency for the loss of his humanity.

Pollard Unjustly Sentenced

By Josh Fruchter

The following is a summarized form of an article of the same title appearing in The Commentator on December 6, 1988

On November 21, 1985, Jonathan Pollard, a US Navy counterintelligence analyst was arrested by the FBI on charges of spying for Israel. To avoid a public trial, the government offered a plea bargain, promising leniency in exchange for full cooperation and a confession. On March 4, 1987, after pleading guilty to the single count of passing classified information to an ally, i.e. Israel, Jonathan received his “reward” – life imprisonment. The government had totally reneged on the agreement which, as Jonathan soon realized, “wasn’t even worth the paper it was written on.”

Jonathan’s sentence is outrageous compared to previous espionage cases. Even Soviet Spies have received lighter prison terms. Adding insult to injury, Jonathan has been held in solitary confinement throughout his imprisonment. He was confined for 10 months to a psychiatric ward populated by “raving paranoid schizophrenics and mental deficients,” despite a public statement by a top prison official that Jonathan “is not a mental patient.”

It should be noted that Jonathan was never charged with compromising American security in any manner, shape or form. In fact, most of the information Jonathan passed to Israel should have been transferred through legal channels rather than “is not a mental patient.”

So why did Caspar Weinberger call Pollard “the worst spy in over 200 years of American history”? Why did Weinberger... request the death penalty for Pollard? Obviously there are no grounds for the US government’s hyperbolic assertions.

Jonathan Pollard has stated, “I do not consider myself above the law and fully appreciate the fact that I should be punished for my activities.” The outrage lies in the severity of Jonathan’s sentence and his treatment in prison.

For those of us claiming adherence to the Torah and its precepts, it is only consistent that we accept the challenge of Pidyon Shevuyim. A fellow Jew is in need, a Jew who sacrificed his freedom for the survival of Israel.

Still No Justice for Pollard

By 1990 Editorial Board

The following article appeared in The Commentator on May 2, 1990

The United States prides itself on the individual rights entitles to every man. Our Bill of Rights and Constitution defend these rights. A judicial system, basing itself on the concept of justice, exists to insure that these rights are not violated.

But the system fails. Political influence does still bind justice. Jonathan Pollard was sentenced to life imprisonment without parole. To further escalate the punishment, he must spend his perpetual incarceration in solitary confinement. He was convicted of passing over information that was vital to that country’s security and that the country was already entitled to by treaty. In no way did the information compromise the security of the US.

These facts made no difference in the sentencing. Neither did a plea bargain agreement with the Prosecution. Nor does the fact that J. Walker, who caused immeasurable amounts of damage when he passed on vital information to an enemy of the United States, received a considerably lighter sentence.

It makes no difference to the world that the country he was found guilty of spying for was Israel and that the information he passed on potentially saved scores of Israeli lives. But it should make a difference to us.

The students who attended the demonstration outside the gates of the Federal Penitentiary in Marion are calling for Justice. In the opinion of The Commentator, that is certainly a reasonable request. But action should not end there. The American Jewish community should make itself aware of the issue and examine the complicated questions involved in the case. As loyal Americans, we have the right to demand justice. As loyal Jews, we owe Jonathan Pollard a debt which we are all obligated to pay.

Anne Pollard Speaks at Stern

By Daniel Oshinsky

The following is an excerpt of an article of the same title appearing in The Commentator on February 4, 1990

Mr. Henderson [Jonathan’s father in law] said a clear contradiction exists between US law and the moral principles laid out in the Nuremberg laws. Jonathan Pollard was obligated by the Nuremberg Laws to provide information vital to citizen’s safety. Mr. Henderson also claimed that US Prosecutor Joseph DiGenova used the Jewish community’s fear of being accused of dial loyalties to undercut support for the Pollards.

Jonathan Pollard decided to spy for Israel after learning the US was involved in negotiations that ended the war in 1979. Through constant pressure - most notably when George Tenet, the CIA director, threatened to resign his post during the Wye negotiations - they ensured that he completed his sentence. Those people can sleep with the smug satisfaction that justice has been served to a deserving criminal.

But for those who supported Pollard, whether by maintaining his innocence or by protesting the degree of his punishment, his release provides no closure whatsoever. The underlying trope of government-sponsored anti-Semitism will not abate with the release of Pollard, nor will any of his dual national loyalties manifest themselves in other issues. The political fights surrounding Pollard will likely relocate to new battlegrounds and find fresh blood to spill. They will seek other humans and objectify them.

Though Pollard might resume something that resembles normal life, his name will forever be associated with political conflict and he will never truly shed his status as an object. The only celebration appropriate for the release of Jonathan Pollard, then, is one tempered by a deep sense of despondency for the loss of his humanity.
Chabad Club Continues to Inspire Students All Over
By Shmuel Grossman

On any given Thursday night from 10:15-11:15pm a constant stream of noise flows throughout the Klein Beit Midrash and the Mess dormitory situated right on top. This noise is not some blaring music coming from a party around the block, but the sound of one hundred students learning Torah. Every week the Chabad Club of YU hosts the Thursday Night Chassidus program, a long standing program in YU that brings together YU students and yeshiva students from the Chabad-Lubavitch Chassidic community in Crown Heights to learn Chassidus together. Walking into the cramped Beit Midrash it is hard to find an empty seat once the program begins. The room is full of beards and black hats along with a palpable feeling of warmth and genuine excitement. Students from varied backgrounds, spanning all of the morning learning programs make their way to Thursday Night Chassidus. This is not a program that students can take for credit or something that will boost a business resume, but nevertheless, it’s packed. Rappy Sassienei (’16) is quick to greet students. He says, “The Chabad Club has afforded me the opportunity to grow in my relationship to Hashem in a warm and friendly environment very conducive to growth.” Building its way up to an average of fifty students, this program is the largest weekly program run by any club in YU history.

The origin of the Chabad Club dates back to Wednesday, January 17, 1951 when Rabbi Alter Ben-Zion Metzger, beloved professor of Judaic Studies at Stern College brought students to the Chabad-Lubavitch headquarters located at 770 Eastern Parkway in Crown Heights, Brooklyn. What made this trip to “770” special was that on this 10th of Shvat 5711 on the Hebrew calendar, the seventh Lubavitcher Rebbe, Rabbi Menachem Mendel Schneersohn (1902-1994), of blessed memory, officially accepted the mantle of the Chabad-Lubavitch Chassidic community. It was on this day the seeds of the Chabad Club were planted and in now, in 2015 - 5776, these seeds have not only grown, but they have flourished. Today, the program told back to White Russia during the mid to late 18th century, the Chabad-Lubavitch community was founded by Rabbi Schneur Zalman of Liadi (1745-1812), a leading disciple of Rabbi Dov Ber of Mezeritch (7-1772), successor to Rabbi Isaac Baal Shem Tov (1698-1760), founder of the Chassidic movement. Chabad is an acronym for Chochmah (wisdom), Binah (understanding) and Da’at (knowledge), the three intellectual faculties that everyone possesses. Lubavitch, Russian for brotherly love, is the name of a White-Russian town that made its name as the capital for the Chabad-Lubavitch community starting with Rabbi Dov Ber of Lubavitch, son of and successor to Rabbi Schneur Zalman of Liadi. While several factors make Chabad Chassidus unique from other leading Chassidic groups, one of the most fundamental differences lies in the very name “Chabad.” Unlike all other Chassidic groups, Chabad prides itself on being intellectually based, not emotionally based.

My quest to learn more about the Chabad Club took me to my next stop, a meeting with the club president, Danny Fordham (’16). “I hear all the time that Chassidus is about the essence of everything…to bring out the G-dly purpose of everything and this is for everyone, without exception.” This is what Rabbi Schneur Zalman of Liadi in his seminal work, the Book of Life, teaches us: “The whole purpose of life is to make the world like Heaven, and this is why we are created. This is the mission of every Jew, every person. It is an eternal concept, and Chassidus is the way to accomplish this goal. We accomplish this by learning, studying, and doing mitzvos, which are the actions that make us into Halutzim, pioneers, who bring the World of Heaven into this World of Exile.”

Hi everyone. My name is Tuvy Miller and I’m the President of SOY (Student Organization of Yeshiva) this year. I wanted to start off by telling you all the reason that we are here today, and to thank you all for coming. Several weeks ago, you might’ve seen signs around campus about a Community Shabbat. Many people were confused. Is this the “In-Shabbos” from past years? A project of the Shenk Community Shul or Mount Sinai? I’d like to take this opportunity explain the thinking behind the new Community Shabbat.

Traditionally, Shabbat programming on campus has successfully served the portion of the student population that prefers a Yeshiva-style Shabbat. In-viting Roshei Yeshiva, holding tisch’s, arranging shiurim and eating meals in the Caf - all of these were some of the things that we have continued and will continue for Shabbat. However, we have also hosted events for people who don’t live in an yeshiva, students that we value this sentiment and work hard to ensure that these students have the experience they’ve come to enjoy. However, a large number of students at YU feel that they are primarily attending college, not yeshiva. Many of them either leave campus for Shabbat or stay and have meals with their friends off campus. They would prefer more student generated Shabbat programming and that includes more of a variety of intellectual and social offerings. Every week, a new Shabbat that is much more similar to the way it occurs on other campuses.

The shift to the Community Shabbat name is indicative of a deeper shift that we are orchestrating in the campus culture to make it more accessible to growth.” Building its way up to an average of fifty students, this program is the largest weekly program run by any club in YU history.

The origin of the Chabad Club dates back to Wednesday, January 17, 1951 when Rabbi Alter Ben-Zion Metzger, beloved professor of Judaic Studies at Stern College brought students to the Chabad-Lubavitch headquarters located at 770 Eastern Parkway in Crown Heights, Brooklyn. What made this trip to “770” special was that on this 10th of Shvat 5711 on the Hebrew calendar, the seventh Lubavitcher Rebbe, Rabbi Menachem Mendel Schneersohn (1902-1994), of blessed memory, officially accepted the mantle of the Chabad-Lubavitch Chassidic community. It was on this day the seeds of the Chabad Club were planted and in now, in 2015 - 5776, these seeds have not only grown, but they have flourished. Today, the program told back to White Russia during the mid to late 18th century, the Chabad-Lubavitch community was founded by Rabbi Schneur Zalman of Liadi (1745-1812), a leading disciple of Rabbi Dov Ber of Mezeritch (7-1772), successor to Rabbi Isaac Baal Shem Tov (1698-1760), founder of the Chassidic movement. Chabad is an acronym for Chochmah (wisdom), Binah (understanding) and Da’at (knowledge), the three intellectual faculties that everyone possesses. Lubavitch, Russian for brotherly love, is the name of a White-Russian town that made its name as the capital for the Chabad-Lubavitch community starting with Rabbi Dov Ber of Lubavitch, son of and successor to Rabbi Schneur Zalman of Liadi. While several factors make Chabad Chassidus unique from other leading Chassidic groups, one of the most fundamental differences lies in the very name “Chabad.” Unlike all other Chassidic groups, Chabad prides itself on being intellectually based, not emotionally based.

My quest to learn more about the Chabad Club took me to my next stop, a meeting with the club president, Danny Fordham (’16). “I hear all the time that Chassidus is about the essence of everything…to bring out the G-dly purpose of everything and this is for everyone, without exception.”

"WHAT CHASSIDUS ULTIMATELY COMES DOWN TO IS REVEALING THE ESSENCE OF EVERYTHING... TO BRING OUT THE G-DLY PURPOSE OF EVERYTHING AND THIS IS FOR EVERYONE, WITHOUT EXCEPTION."

"THE LONGER TERM GOAL IS THAT ON MOST SHABBATOT, IF NOT ALL, THERE SHOULD BE AT LEAST ONE PROGRAM THAT SPEAKS TO THE DIFFERENT POCKETS IN OUR DIVERSE STUDENT BODY."
The Transparency of the Student Government

By Shlomo Friedman

On each student’s bill from Yeshiva University, right below the $37,930 tuition, lies the smallest of the fees, a comparatively trivial $150 allocated for student activities. This seemingly small sum comprises the budget for all clubs and events, over $300,000. To put this number into context, it can purchase 20,000 Lake Como pizza pies, enough pizza to give a slice a day to 2000 undergrads for 80 days in a row. To borrow from Stan Lee, with great pizza comes great responsibility. Who is responsible for allocating the pizza for clubs and activities and how does the allocation process work?

One of the main jobs of student leaders is to allocate funding for events around campus with the money that comes from the $150 student activity fee. When wanting to plan an event, the club head submits to the student council (either SOY, TAC, YSU, SCWSC, YCSA, or SYMSSC) associated with that club a project cost of event which takes into account food, drinks, busses, cost of the speaker, and the number of students projected to attend. Then that council approves the event, deciding how much of their own budget they want to contribute, with multiple clubs occasionally contributing money. This signals to the Office of Student Life (OSL) to book a room and to order the funds using the funds of that council. However, the budget allocation process remains private. During their training, student leaders do not undergo any kind of finance or budget training to aid them in their allocation decisions. Also, no standardized policies currently exist across the councils to help determine the sum events receive or whether councils should inform student leaders of the cost of event. Each council president acts as he/she sees fit. Some councils inform club heads of changes, others do not. Moreover, no person outside of the student presidents and the OSL, not even some vice presidents or secretaries on the council, know how the different councils’ budgets are spent and distributed among the different events and clubs throughout the year. Both SCWSC President Rachel Rolnick and YCSA President Josh Nagel confirmed the lack of transparency to student government, with Rolnick noting “we don’t typically think of anything we do as confidential.”

Universities Moving Towards Transparency

However, other colleges trumpet the fiscal transparency of their student councils. A recent resolution passed by The Johns Hopkins University Student Government Association (SGA) writes that “the SGA members and the student body as a whole reserves the right (emphasis mine) to know how SGA members spend and distribute money allotted to the SGA,” invoking transparency for student council spending as a student right in itself. Entire websites exist to helping college students create policies that lead to more economically transparent student councils. Interestingly, Landers College for Men Vice President Mendy Eisenberg promised in a campaign speech to improve the transparency of the student government. Institutions such as University of Pennsylvania and Columbia University contain detailed, publicly available budget breakdowns (to the dollar) of each club’s spending, an impressive feat considering Penn and Columbia boast large student populations and millions of dollars in available funds for student activities. These publicly available documents show funding for clubs across several academic years, giving reasons for increasing or decreasing a given club’s budget. For instance, the Activities Board at Columbia (ABC), one of the councils responsible for allocating funding, decided for the 2014-2015 academic year to decrease funding from the Kenyon Students Association from $6239 to $5890 (although they requested $7030) because the club “has been spending unnecessarily on their events,[and] need to spend more responsibly.” ABC also released “Allocation Discussion Guidelines” in which they spell out policies for allocation decisions.

In additions, the documents contain impressive scope, showing every cost involved in the event, from large costs, such as the $250,000 the SPEC (Social Planning and Events Committee) at Penn spent on the production of a concert, to small costs, such as the $250 they used to advertise for the concert. In contrast, the student government at Yeshiva lacks the same fiscal transparency, allocation policies, and attention to detail found in other universities.

It is important to note that public budget allocations for student clubs cannot be found at many other universities. Student governments at Harvard, Yale, Princeton, Stanford, and NYU do not present any publicly available budget allocations to their different clubs. How does Yeshiva Differ?

Yet, when considering the significant differences between Yeshiva and other colleges, Yeshiva’s current system succeeds in preventing misuse of funds. First, Penn and Columbia are large universities with hundreds of clubs, which necessitate larger, more complex, and completely transparent policies to prevent abuse of funds. Yeshiva’s smaller size does not require the same level of transparency to prevent abuse of funds. Also, according to Nagel, the OSL acts as confidential.”

“The Student Government at Yeshiva lacks the same fiscal transparency, allocation policies, and attention to detail found in other universities.”

The downside of transparency is that clubs can argue about how a different club got more food, even though they know the interface with the student body to get a sense of students’ concerns. Moreover, a closer relationship between the club heads and their student council liaison can help clubs improve the quality and scope of their events. Indeed Rolnick said, “On the Ben campus, we try to make ourselves as accessible as possible to have open communication with all of the students. Talia (TAC), Alexa (SYMS), and I are planning a town hall meeting next month, and we hope to see many students there, to discuss student life and changes we might want to make to existing policy, or just to get to know us better.”

Nagel added that “Transparency is generally beneficial. It might be time to create new policies to help club heads make smarter decisions for their events. If students are curious to know more about budget allocations, just find us—”
Students Take Back Computer Science at YU

By Binny Lewis

On the heels of last year's successful Hackathon, the computer science club is ramping up its game for this coming semester. With a new and talented board, the computer science club is preparing some amazing events this year. These events seek not only to strengthen the currently defunct computer science department (the Computer Science Major exists within the Math Department), but to make available resources for all students on both campuses. We hope to empower everyone with the ability to learn coding and computer programming. In today's day and age these skills are becoming more and more essential for nearly every industry from the bio student studying the genetic code, to the marketing student wishing to understand big data. Here's a list of what's in store.

Computer Science Facebook Group

As its first initiative, the Computer Science Facebook Group was made public giving comp sci students the means to socialize with one another, talk about current classes and discuss class ideas. The Facebook group will also serve as a resource for non comp sci majors to learn more about technology, computers, and programming in general.

Reaching Non-Coders

In line with this idea, the club will be bringing another new idea to campus. In many colleges and high schools across the country, a campaign called the Hour of Code has spearheaded the effort to bring our generation up to speed with the tech of our time. As it says on its wiki page, “The Hour of Code is designed to introduce people to coding, and get familiarized with coding”. During the Hour of Code, students and professors will be encouraged to join YU on code.org to take a one hour gamified course to learn coding.

Mini hackathon

In conjunction with the team that put together last year's incredible and successful Hackathon, the comp sci club will be organizing a mini hackathon around the theme of reading week. This event will be a composite of coding challenges not quite on the same large scale as the 24 hour, all-night, event, but will engage students to compete and write code on the fly. Competing with their fellow hackers to win prizes, gain experience, and become better programmers.

WE HOPE TO EMPOWER EVERYONE WITH THE ABILITY TO LEARN CODING AND COMPUTER PROGRAMMING.

By Rachel Okin

“The I have learned anything in this long life of mine, it is this: In love we find out who we want to be, in war we find out who we are.” So begins Kristin Hannah’s emotional novel The Nightingale, a moving story about two women in Nazi occupied France. The novel follows the lives of sisters, Vianne Mauriac and Isabelle Rossignol, whose personalities could not be more different. Isabelle is a rebellious and impulsive eighteen year old girl. Vianne is older, was married at the age of sixteen to Antoine Mauriac, and has a young daughter, Sophie, whom she looks after at all costs.

In the novel, both women face daunting circumstances as the threat of Nazis invading France looms nearer. Tending to her small farm, Le Jardin, in the Loire Valley and teaching at the local school, Vianne refuses to believe that Nazis will invade. But when Antoine is sent off to war, and the Nazis do invade France, bringing with them starvation, destruction of property and discrimination, Vianne and Sophie are forced to submit to the new way of life the Nazis inflict on France. Vianne must endure having a Nazi captain board in her very own home. While Captain Wolfgang Beck shows signs of kindness, providing Vianne and Sophie with food, news, and medicine, Vianne’s neighbors grow suspicious as they witness her and the Captain growing closer.

Meanwhile, shunned by her uncaring father, a Great War veteran, and struggling to connect with her estranged sister, Isabelle tries to stay alive when France is invaded. She soon meets and falls in love with Gaeton, a rakish man freed from prison to fight the Nazis. But when Isabelle is betrayed, she joins the French Resistance in an act of rebellion, ushering downed Allied airmen across the Pyrenees to Spain. Dubbed with the code name “the Nightingale”, Isabelle delivers anti-Nazi handbills, risking her life repeatedly in order to save others.

The novel shifts among three points of view, that of Vianne and Isabel, both in 1940, and also that of an unnamed, elderly widow living in Oregon in 1995. It is clear through out the novel that the elderly woman is one of the two sisters, but her identity is not revealed until the end. The Nightingale tells the stories of the two women separated by their conflicting world views, each on her own path toward survival and freedom during the war. Hannah’s novel fluently executes the women’s point of view and showcases their strong and clashing personalities. Isabelle is active from the start, risking her life to save others as a rebel, while Vianne starts out a non-believer, but is thrust into the war once she realizes that her life and the lives of the ones she loves are in danger.

Kristin Hannah has built a name for herself as a best-selling romantic fiction novelist, but The Nightingale’s marketing emphasizes the historical fiction aspect of the book. Interested in women’s untold stories, Hannah searched historical documents to find evidence of women who made a difference during World War II, even if they had to pay a terrible price for their heroism. On her website, Hannah describes The Nightingale as “her favorite” book among those she’s written to date, and the work of which is most proud.

Despite its historical nature, The Nightingale, while not exactly maudlin, still reads like a romance novel. With its character development and scene descriptions managing to evoke emotion at every turn, it’s clear that The Nightingale was written by someone whose background is deeply rooted in romance. With its unique to women. Skillfully written, Kristin Hannah emotionally describes the hardship and heartache experienced by the characters. Despite a bit of formulaic romance-novel style, The Nightingale is a good read.

Book Review: The Nightingale

The novel’s two sisters show only a glimpse of the determination and danger faced by millions of women who kept their families alive during the Occupation and made sacrifices to save others. The story tells about the ravages of war from a woman’s point of view as opposed to that of the soldier in the trenches and deals with certain issues that are unique to women. Skillfully written, Kristin Hannah emotionally describes the hardship and heartache experienced by the characters. Despite a bit of formulaic romance-novel style, The Nightingale is a good read.

The sisters in The Nightingale, as different as their personalities may be, nevertheless both read as “ordinary” women facing extraordinary circumstances and decisions to make. Rising to the occasion because there is simply no other alternative, these young characters portray how an average young person may find a way to navigate through incomprehensible adversity using their own fortitude and intuition. Each sister’s personal character evolution from beginning to end of the war also adds an interesting element to the story.

WWW.YUCOMMENTATOR.ORG
Normal Activity

By Doron Levine

Watching all six Paranormal Activity films in less than two weeks was no simple task. These films had been on my To Watch List for some time already, so when the most recent installment in the series, called Paranormal Activity: The Ghost Dimension, was released on October 23, I decided to take the plunge; it was now or never. Currently playing in theaters (near you?), the film is being advertised as the final installment of a series that, over the past few years, has taken the horror genre by a tropical storm.

Released in 2007, the first film in the franchise received rave reviews and overwhelmed the box office, earning back over twelve thousand times its budget. The subsequent films have all been greeted with some negative reviews; overall, the series remains a smashing success. Four out of the six films grossed over fifty million dollars, with the first and the third films grossing over one hundred million dollars. The series has managed to gain widespread popularity despite its relatively small budget—the first film in the series had a miniscule budget of an estimated fifteen thousand dollars.

Why were these films so successful, especially in a movie market packed with poltergeists and often disen- chantened with desperate sequels? Because, as many have pointed out, Paranormal Activity so effectively executed the unspeakably cleverly called Found Footage Film. The premise behind each movie in the series is that the characters shown in the film had, at some earlier point, videotaped events in their house with a camera. Each movie is presented as a series of shots that were later discovered, either by authorities in their investigation of some horrific crime scene or by relatives of the videographers. The footage was then supposedly edited and organized by Paramount Pictures and released for the public to enjoy over Coke and popcorn.

The first movie in the series is the most straightforward. It begins with Micah experimenting with his new camera, videotaping his camera-shy girlfriend Katie in their new house. A series of unexplained events occur, such as a chandelier that would sway softly, and a rumbling that always precedes an appearance of the demon. The series, I actually imagined I heard the characteristic low frequency of the sixth movie. The film was advertised with the tagline “For the first time you will see the activity.”

In Paranormal Activity, the line between good and evil is unmistakable: he wakes up one morning with bite-marks on his side and the attentive viewer instantly knows that he is marked for demonic possession.

This strict moral dualism appeals to the viewer’s basic sense that there exists such a thing as pure evil. Moral relativism may try to rid us of our belief in the distinction between good and bad. Pop psychology may tell us that context and upbringing can explain away even the most terrible people. But horror teaches otherwise. Freddy Krueger assumes the existence of supernatural forces. Some have suggested that the supernatural subset of the horror genre plays on our subliminal doubts about the prevalent attitude towards superstitions. Most of us are quite sure that tales we hear about ghosts and haunts and witches and exorcisms are just a lot of hooh-y. But in the paranormal world, we cannot be absolutely certain.

There have been too many stories, too many purported tes- timonials and documentaries of the supernatural for us to totally dismiss our nagging doubts. When first confronted by strange events in their house, the characters in Paranor- mal Activity act as we would if placed in a similar situation—they initially laugh off the possibility of a supernatural explanation. But eventually even the most incredulous char-acters are unable to ignore the mounting evidence.

Perhaps the most prevalent criticism of Paranormal Ac- tivity: The Ghost Dimension targets its predictability and failure to provide any truly new elements that the first five movies had not already incorporated. This is a standard crit- icism of horror flicks. Critics of the newest monster movies and slashers films love to point out theirpredictability, not- ing that these films conform to relatively uniform plotlines and select from a small pool of traditional scares.

Horror movie enthusiasts actually delight in their genre’s grim predictability. Horror has generated a recon- ognizable world of alternative possibilities where all of the familiar things have gone familiarly rotten. The dominant themes of these films are all involved in unraveling another aspect of reality. Possessed children turn on their parents. Dolls are creepy portents. Cobwebbing colors are desem- boweled. Mothers mutilate their families. Houses terrorize their inhabitants. This is the bread and butter of horror—taking the most normal, mundane elements of reality and consistently inverting them. Horror holds a mirror up to nature.

Some of the most popular horror films actually gained popularity by taking ownership of these stereotypes. Fam- ously, the characters in The Scream explicitly joke about hackneyed horror elements. At one point, one of the charac- ters lists “rules that one must abide by in order to succeed- fully survive a horror movie.” One such “rule” is “Never, ever, ever, under any circumstances say ‘I’ll be right back’—because you won’t be back.” Of course, another character jokingly says, “I’ll be right back” as he heads out to get another beer and is soon killed.

The Scream’s popularity showed that the film’s makers did not eliminate the fear; critics may create an illusion of safety by telling horror horror is more powerful in the earlier films and puts some comfort- able distance between its world and ours. Whereas the world of supernatural beings and the footage shows the demonic forces in much more detail than any of the previous films. But some important things are lost here. How are you shown that the film loses some of the element of the unknown that was so powerful in the earlier films and puts some comfortable distance between its world and ours. Whereas the world of the first five films is strangely close to our own, the explic- itly fantastical scenes of the sixth have too much “para” and not enough “normal.”

But when people criticize the later Paranormal films for their repetitiveness and similarity to the earlier films, they miss the point. The beauty of the series is that it creates a complete and consistent alternative world of horror that is eerily consistent with our own experience. By the end of the sixth movie, this alternative reality becomes so familiar to the audience that it is almost as regular as the way we see reality. At one point soon after I had finished the series, I actually imagined I heard the characteristic low rumbling that always precedes an appearance of the demon. I half expected to see doors slowly open and chandeliers shatter and drift away and hold blankets in case something came toppling at them in the night. The paranormal had become normal.

But, thankfully, sanity quickly took back the reins. I’m back to counting my daily activities without the faint fear of a demonic presence. Those eerie experiences were mere byproducts of an overactive mind, a manifestly outlandish illusion, a childish conflation of fantasy with reality. I think.
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By Shai Berman

Author’s note: This article is a response to a piece titled “Regarding the Building of Bridges,” which appeared in the October 2015 issue of The Commentator. All references in this article to “the article,” “the piece,” and “the author” refer to that article and its author. Further, the first 6 paragraphs of the article presented here draw heavily on the language and formulations of the first 6 paragraphs of “Regarding the Building of Bridges,” and thus, for full comprehension, readers should familiarize themselves with the first 6 paragraphs of that original piece, if not the entire piece, before reading further.

Peace is unsettling; quiet is disquieting. We students are so comfortable, so at ease in our environment, that we yearn for discontent, for something toatter about. Towards the middle of October 2015, a student took it upon himself to compose and publicize an article in the Commentator in response to frightful mischaracterizations visited six months ago by last year’s Yeshiva College Student Association upon the helpless student body. That article was essentially an attack on the Judaic Studies faculty at Yeshiva College – the writer demanded that they, the Jewish Studies faculty, heed his understanding of Orthodox theology’s voice when constructing their curriculums. The author was successful, not necessarily in influencing curricular decisions, but in creating the impression that he at least pretends to represent the true Torah values of the this university and its students.

Towards the beginning of the article the author sets out his plans for his piece, to analyze the perceived failure of the Academic Jewish Studies in creating some sort of confluence between the Yeshiva and the University. To frame the analysis, the piece is titled: “Regarding the Building of Bridges.” Expectation is a tendency to assume that articles which involve architectural analogies and spiffy phrases such as “hermeneutics of suspicion” and “Franciscan University of Southern California” are of significant merit, but when I inspected this one I was surprised to discover that it was false.

Contrary to the author’s claims, if a Yeshiva College student feels a separation between our morning Torah studies and our afternoon secular classes, Academic Jewish Studies can certainly be the bridge linking the two. Academic Jewish Studies conducted in our university classes operates under modern academic norms but also within the confines of the traditional orthodox assumptions of the professor (all of whom, I may add, are practicing Orthodox Jews). When religious assumptions are put into play in the classroom, they are analyzed alongside other extant information which relates to that assumption rather than glossed over with a lackadaisical nod to their hallowed status. Unfortunately, this quest to try to come to a more informed understanding of elements of Jewish texts and tradition, sometimes involving a willingness to understand certain elements of our tradition in a non-literal sense, as serving a purpose other than a simple historical account from our forefathers sometimes flatly rejected by our institution’s yeshiva component.

Illustrations of this sad phenomenon in the Bible department have reared their heads before, perhaps most strongly by a fellow who published an article in Kol Hamavezer two years ago entitled “Shut Down the Bible Department.” I will not discuss here the assertion to eliminate the Bible department, but in his response to this article, Nathan Hyman makes a basic observation that has merit. Many critics of Bible teachers at Yeshiva University base their criticism on a their own specific notion of what is traditional and what is nontraditional, a notion which sees whatever students “grew up believing” as the standard against which the Bible department be assessed, regardless of the fact that many of these beliefs do not meet with the unanimous (and sometimes majority) consent of Orthodox Jewish scholars throughout the ages. This attitude can impact students’ perception of reality, even to the point that the author can hurl grave accusations at his peers and professors. In one Bible class, the author understood collective nervous chuckling from other students as an indication that they believe that, when subjected to rigorous scholarly analysis, the doctrine of divine authorship does not hold water. Moreover, he contends that Yeshiva College’s academics and students refuse to take a bold stand on certain issues which the author considers authentic Jewish principles because they fear being sidelined by the larger academic community.

This phenomenon is not limited to Bible classes. In Jewish History classes as well, some students react adversely to the presentation of historical evidence or analysis which clashes with accounts found in the Talmud or other Second Maccabees. I wonder, from where did this tendency to disparage those who do not assign undeniable historical veracity of these sources come from? Who graced the enigmatic “Thou shalt absolutely believe all the words of Chazal and Jason of Cyrene as accurate historical fact” on the Stone Tablets of Orthodox theology?

If one takes the author’s opinion on the limits of Orthodox theology as fact (which is certainly how the author presents it), then, yes, the academic Jewish studies even majority) consent of the Talmud, and others also explore Jewish thought as well. This in-class analysis can shed light on how Torah is presented to students to discern how Torah law is similar to the law of the surrounding cultures and in what ways it differed. This in-class analysis can shed light on our morning Torah studies and our afternoon secular classes, Academic Jewish Studies can certainly be the bridge linking the two.
The Man Behind the Incitement

By Michael Osborne

Recently, at his address to the United Nations General Assembly, Mahmoud Abbas, President of the PLO, opened his speech “raising the alarm” to the world as to his version of the facts on the ground as they stand in relation to the most disputed piece of real estate in the world.


The fact of the matter is that this man, a terrorist and tyrant who has held his democratically elected position long after its expiration, has a point. The greatest perpetration of tyranny who has held his democratically elected position long over from the Jordanian days, called the Waqf. Under the current racist agreement, Muslim worshipers have full rights while others receive none. Although the Mount is revered as the holiest site in Judaism as well as a holy site in Christian-ity and Islam, access to it for non-Muslims is restricted to a few hours a day, excluding Fridays or Muslim holidays in which access is banned completely for them. The site can additionally be closed for security concerns, which tend to be riots designed to prevent Jewish ascension to the holy site on the Mount during Jewish and Israeli holidays. Additionally, non-Muslims may only enter the site through one of the 11 gates and are forbidden any form of religious expression. This, despite the numerous Israeli Supreme Court rulings demanding all must be allowed religious freedoms at the holy site.

Over the past year Abbas has upped his inflammatory rhetoric in relation to the Temple mount, culminating with his statement in September on official PA TV: “The Al-Aqsa [Mosque] is ours... and they have no right to defile it with their filthy feet. We will not allow them to, and we will do everything in our power to protect Jerusalem.”

He went further to bless all the blood spilled in Jerusalem in the name of Allah. These statements were made in response to Israeli police forces being forced to enter the Al-Aqsa Mosque to blockade Muslim rioters inside after they had attempted to start a riot that would force the Jewish visitors from the Mount for the day.

During his UN address, Abbas went on to threaten that if Israel continued this use of brutality, the Palestinians would turn this from a political conflict to a religious one. This man is parading to the world that his peaceful people are being persecuted and their holy places desecrated, and he has been doing this for years. The truth is that Abbas is inciting Palmanians to be fighters, placing the people claim as holy as their battleground.

This is not the first time that Abbas and his organization have acted duplicitously. In 2000, Abbas’s predecessor and mentor, the terrorist Yasser Arafat, used similar claims of Jews trying to take over the Temple Mount. Those claims led into the second intifada. All this was in the name of “changing the rules of the game,” as his advisor admitted in an Arabic language interview in October of 2000.

The status quo, as it is called on the Temple Mount, leaves the administration of the site to a Muslim trust left to preserve the “status quo.”

Today, as well, Abbas’s goal continues to be to undermine any negotiation with the Jewish State. In one language he speaks of peace, and in another he incites death. He sneaks around trying to create a history that doesn’t exist. Abbas tries to turn the Western Wall into a Muslim site, but the fact is that when it was under Islamic rule it was a garbage dump. The Waqf has spent years trying to remove all evidence of the existence of two Jewish Temples and now tries to claim more sites for themselves in a further attempt to move the Jewish history in the indigenous Jewish homeland.

No matter how peace is for Abbas, he instead chooses to go asking for more, continuing to destabilize the status quo. The reason for this is simple, yet the world is too blind to see. He is a fraud. He does not want peace. His goal is drive the Jews into the sea. This incitement has led to so much whose goal is just that.

This is INTIFADA (the name being used by the Palestinian side), much like its historical precedent, is wreaking havoc in the streets. This is to be expected when teenagers are attempting to stab Jews and their children in broad daylight. However, we have a message for you, Abbas. You will fail, and eventually the world will catch on. You claim it’s about control over Jeda and Samaria, yet you stab innocents in Ra’anana and Beit Shemesh. Continue to incite your violence if you wish, but we will defend ourselves and we will be victorious. We are here in our indigenous homeland and we are not going anywhere.

Michael Osborne is the CAMERA (Committee for Accuracy in Middle East Reporting in America) Fellow on campus and is responsible for monitoring and maintaining accuracy in Middle East reporting on campus and for calling out bias in relation to the narrative of the Israeli conflict.

FIFA: Time to Change

By Joey Chesir

As many soccer fans across the globe are aware, FIFA, soccer’s worldwide governing body, is no stranger to allegations of corruption. Many examples of FIFA’s question-able decision-making indicate an urgent need to revamp its leadership. Under a cloud of suspicion, FIFA awarded the hosting rights of the 2022 World Cup to Qatar, a small, Middle Eastern country that has almost no soccer background. FIFA’s awarding of the World Cup, the greatest competition in worldwide soccer, to a country whose national team is currently ranked 92nd in the world left a lot of people scratching their heads. Many practical issues with Qatar’s hosting of the World Cup exist as well. For example, because of the brutal heat in Qatar, FIFA has considered moving the tourna-ment from the traditional months of June and July to November and December. For those who aren’t familiar with the scheduling of worldwide soccer, a winter World Cup would essentially ruin the climate, special climate-controlled stadiums need to be built in Qatar, so the playing conditions remain safe. In addition to the practical issues with the Qatar World Cup, almost every aspect of its preparation has been under suspicion of corrup-tion and dishonesty. In order to build the previ-ously mentioned stadiums, the Qatari government has employed the services of migrant workers, many of whom have been denied food, water, and wages. Some have estimated that many migrants have actually died as a result of the conditions imposed on them by Qatar’s government, though when he claimed that one English player’s adultery with a teammate’s partner “would have been applauded” in Latin America, and female soccer players as well, whom he implored to create a more “feminine aesthetic” by wearing tighter and more revealing cloth-ding during games. Even without considering his various derogatory comments, the numerous allega-tions of corruption against Blatter should have been enough to remove him from office a long time ago. Unfortunately, Blatter and the rest of FIFA wield an unprecedented amount of power compared to other figures in sports, because soccer is the world’s game. Soccer is the most popular sport in places as different as Brazil and England, Italy and Mexico. Even with the corruption allegations regarding the World Cup’s placement, the World Cup remains arguably the most important sporting event on the planet, with players vying their entire careers for the opportunity to play in a single one. Because of soccer’s unprecedented popularity, its governing body has a more powerful influence than any other sports organization may
By Etai Shuchatowitz

Recently, I’ve been reading lots of Op-Ed pieces, both professional and written and, I’ve noticed a trend. It pops up in all sorts of pieces across the spectrum, and I find it troubling. It’s the arrogant prose that pervades many pieces which reflects the authority of which an author claims. This happens in the New York Times (I’m looking at you, Thomas Friedman), as well as in the Commentator, and I’d like to address this frustrating style as both a reader and a writer. I want to then conjecture as to why I think it might be prevalent now, and argue why this is ineffective thinking and writing.

Let me start with an example from the latest issue of the Commentator. There was a piece entitled “Regarding the Building of Bridges” which talked about being unfaithful to unacade mic ideas such as documentary hypothesis in YU’s academic, Jewish Studies classes. I’m not super interested in tackling the issue itself or the arguments he presented - the author is more than entitled to take this stance regardless of how I feel about his stance. It annoyed me tremendously was the manner in which it was presented.

At one point, the author brought up, what in my mind, is a totally valid counterargument. He said, “I have heard people claim that Judaism does not require its adherents to believe in any specific doctrines or creeds. I have heard defendants of this claim point out that medieval rabbis sometimes strongly disagreed about which principles should be considered core beliefs of Judaism. But, it’s an argument to make which requires a counterargument. However, the only sentence the author wrote in response was, “Setting aside the clear fallaciousness of this argument (in fact, a precondition for this type of dispute to arise is belief on both sides in the importance of doctrine), the example itself demonstrates the difference between our mindset and the medieval mindset.”

This tactic is both counterproductive and, quite frankly, mean. What he’s done is claim that the question is so stupid that it requires no argument. In other words, he’s just sidestepped the entire argument entirely without any reason for doing so.

What exactly is the clear fallaciousness of this argument? More importantly, why is any fallacy clear? It’s obviously not clear because he doesn’t see it. I’ll concede that this line of reasoning assumes that I’m at least intelligent enough to explicitly foolish arguments - which is an arrogant assumption to make. But, this is exactly what bothers me about the piece.

The author, by backing away from a line of thought, has insulted me personally. He has condescendingly marginalized any counterarguments that I may bring because I’m too stupid to see the “clear fallaciousness of this argument”.

I don’t think the author intended to do this. I don’t think he said: “I think I’ve written a piece that is so stupid it’s not worth of entering this debate at my level”. But, that’s the problem. It’s one thing to take a stance. It’s another thing entirely to take an absolute stance. It’s a whole other level to take the stance that anybody who disagrees with you is a moron incapable of discourse. This intellectual bullying is just not good writing.

Another example of this type of writing came from a recent New York Times Online piece entitled, “The First Year College Reading List”. In it, a few different people from different backgrounds offered their opinions of what should be on a freshman reading list. One of these people was a student at Columbia. Her opinion was entitled, “It’s Not Just the Books, It’s the Discussion”. In it she argues that in the name of reading all of these classics her voice is being lost. She wrote, “I quickly found the discussions were centered more on the preservation of old ideas than the progressions of new ones. I was discouraged from asking the most difficult questions, especially when it came to the role of women and working people in the literature.”

This is a very legitimate question and debate, and I concede that her voice may very well be lost in academic discussions which are framed in white male dominant history. However, she throws around the phrase early on, “The eurocentric and misogynistic nature of Columbia’s infamous core curriculum came as no surprise to me.” She then goes on to say that if I had known this, she would tell me she was drafted from Adam’s rib, and that “Prejudice and Prejudice” would conclude with wisdom as the greatest feat a woman can achieve.” This blase rejection of classics is a problem.

Here are texts that have spoken to people for centuries. Whether it speaks to you or not does not reflect the im portance both literally and otherwise that these texts present. Furthermore, as soon as you use these sweeping reductionist claims of “eurocentric” and “misogynist”, it’s like you’ve removed any and all merit from the works. It’s frankly hard to take anything else seriously.

Please do not think that I reject her argument wholly. I think she, like the writer of “Regarding the Building of Bridges,” has a valid point. I’m just very irked by the style in which they chose to present it.

Why I’m Right and Everybody Else is Wrong

---

“As the song goes, ‘If you’re not part of the solution, you’re part of the problem.’”

Here comes the most conjectured filled part of the whole piece (and I’m well aware of that fact). I think this writing style boils down to two mistaken assumptions. Firstly, it relates to a current “me-centric” obsession that has taken over. This prevalent “you do you” mantra that is barked about in this strangely cultic fashion. The one thing that this mantra doesn’t take into account is that “you doing you” totally disregards the existence and importance of other people. If you do “you”, then you’re just being selfish. You’ll live in this weird solipsistic life where you don’t care about other human beings and their wants and needs.

As I like not “doing me”. This is what allows me to function within society. Russia, like most countries, has given proper respect to the game, instead using the massive celebration of international unity like the World Cup. This tactic is both counterproductive and, quite frankly, mean. What he’s done is claim that the question is so stupid that it requires no argument. In other words, he’s just sidestepped the entire argument entirely without any reason for doing so.

What exactly is the clear fallaciousness of this argument? More importantly, why is any fallacy clear? It’s obviously not clear because he doesn’t see it. I’ll concede that this line of reasoning assumes that I’m at least intelligent enough to explicitly too stupid foolish arguments - which is an arrogant assumption to make. But, this is exactly what bothers me about the piece.

The author, by backing away from a line of thought, has insulted me personally. He has condescendingly marginalized any counterarguments that I may bring because I’m too stupid to see the “clear fallaciousness of this argument”.

I don’t think the author intended to do this. I don’t think he said: “I think I’ve written a piece that is so stupid it’s not worth of entering this debate at my level”. But, that’s the problem. It’s one thing to take a stance. It’s another thing entirely to take an absolute stance. It’s a whole other level to take the stance that anybody who disagrees with you is a moron incapable of discourse. This intellectual bullying is just not good writing.

Here are texts that have spoken to people for centuries. Whether it speaks to you or not does not reflect the importance both literally and otherwise that these texts present. Furthermore, as soon as you use these sweeping reductionist claims of “eurocentric” and “misogynist”, it’s like you’ve removed any and all merit from the works. It’s frankly hard to take anything else seriously.

Please do not think that I reject her argument wholly. I think she, like the writer of “Regarding the Building of Bridges,” has a valid point. I’m just very irked by the style in which they chose to present it.

FIFA, CONTINUED FROM PAGE 14

have. Yet, unfortunately for soccer, FIFA has simply never given proper respect to the game, instead using soccer and its events as tools for broadcasting its oppressive and other crimes when it could have been fostering collaboration between its international constituents.

FIFA’s latest crimes, however, transcend more than mere offensiveness. The next two World Cups are scheduled to take place in Russia and Qatar, in 2018 and 2022, respectively. Frankly, neither of these countries are appropriate to host an event that is meant to foster worldwide unity and international cooperation, which is what the World Cup should be. Russia, under Prime Minister Vladimir Putin, has become infamous for its recent invasion of Ukraine, and more recently by involving itself in the conflict in Syria on behalf of brutal dictator Bashar Al-Assad. Russia simply should not be hosting an international sporting event when its ruler is sending military to fight on behalf on one of the most violent dictators in the world. Meanwhile, Qatar’s hosting of the 2022 World Cup might be the most controversial choice of a venue for a sporting event in recent memory. Sharia law, the legal code of the Islamic religion, plays a strong role in Qatari government. Homosexuality is illegal, and punishable by the death penalty. That’s not exactly the best news for gays in soccer, about whom French legend Thierry Henry said that their coming out would be “great for the game...great for anyone, for any human being.” In Qatar, punishments such as flogging and stoning are legal, and its government is an absolute monarchy. Simply put, Qatari society has a lot of policy changes to do before it’s ready to host a massive celebration of international unity like the World Cup.

Ergo, it’s really important for coexistence purposes. These societal norms and conventions are not only helpful, but mandatory to have. Yet, unfortunately for soccer, FIFA has simply never given proper respect to the game, instead using soccer and its events as tools for broadcasting its oppressive and other crimes when it could have been fostering collaboration between its international constituents.

FIFA’s latest crimes, however, transcend more than mere offensiveness. The next two World Cups are scheduled to take place in Russia and Qatar, in 2018 and 2022, respectively. Frankly, neither of these countries are appropriate to host an event that is meant to foster worldwide unity and international cooperation, which is what the World Cup should be. Russia, under Prime Minister Vladimir Putin, has become infamous for its recent invasion of Ukraine, and more recently by involving itself in the conflict in Syria on behalf of brutal dictator Bashar Al-Assad. Russia simply should not be hosting an international sporting event when its ruler is sending military to fight on behalf on one of the most violent dictators in the world. Meanwhile, Qatar’s hosting of the 2022 World Cup might be the most controversial choice of a venue for a sporting event in recent memory. Sharia law, the legal code of the Islamic religion, plays a strong role in Qatari government. Homosexuality is illegal, and punishable by the death penalty. That’s not exactly the best news for gays in soccer, about whom French legend Thierry Henry said that their coming out would be “great for the game...great for anyone, for any human being.” In Qatar, punishments such as flogging and stoning are legal, and its government is an absolute monarchy. Simply put, Qatari society has a lot of policy changes to do before it’s ready to host a massive celebration of international unity like the World Cup.

Ergo, it’s really important for coexistence purposes. These societal norms and conventions are not only helpful, but mandatory to have. Yet, unfortunately for soccer, FIFA has simply never given proper respect to the game, instead using soccer and its events as tools for broadcasting its oppressive and other crimes when it could have been fostering collaboration between its international constituents.

FIFA’s latest crimes, however, transcend more than mere offensiveness. The next two World Cups are scheduled to take place in Russia and Qatar, in 2018 and 2022, respectively. Frankly, neither of these countries are appropriate to host an event that is meant to foster worldwide unity and international cooperation, which is what the World Cup should be. Russia, under Prime Minister Vladimir Putin, has become infamous for its recent invasion of Ukraine, and more recently by involving itself in the conflict in Syria on behalf of brutal dictator Bashar Al-Assad. Russia simply should not be hosting an international sporting event when its ruler is sending military to fight on behalf on one of the most violent dictators in the world. Meanwhile, Qatar’s hosting of the 2022 World Cup might be the most controversial choice of a venue for a sporting event in recent memory. Sharia law, the legal code of the Islamic religion, plays a strong role in Qatari government. Homosexuality is illegal, and punishable by
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Social Stratification: A Damaged, Yet Rectifiable, State of Affairs

By Josh Blicker

After spending one or two years studying in yeshiva in Israel, coming to Yeshiva University can be a daunting experience for students. The cultural differences between the two institutions can be vast. Some students feel the need to isolate themselves from others to preserve their new habits and values. Although these students may feel that this practice is beneficial for them, others may disagree. For example, a few days ago, I was talking to someone who went to a different yeshiva than I did. I was taken aback when he said that I should have known that I was going to make just as many friends from yeshiva. After carefully observing the behavior of my peers, I realized that his comment may have been a result of the negative, judgmental environment that is caused by the social fragmentation at Yeshiva University.

The religious tensions and divisions that exist between the various groups are pernicious for the members within each group and for the Jewish collective. They can be the impetus for hatred and fighting within the Orthodox world. These societal divisions are apparent in many areas of Jewish life and are, unfortunately, noticeable in Yeshiva University as well. Most saliently, the rift between religious groups manifests itself in the student dining halls. Students who view themselves as more shartak, or more serious Torah scholars, tend to shy away from those who are not a part of their group, appearing cold, selfish, and aloof. Consequently, they are avoided by the outwardly less religious peers. In reality, the former group may be more fully introverted in order to create a community of like-minded individuals dedicated to achieving the goals of serious Torah study. While the so-called “less religious” individuals may harbor ill feelings towards these other students as a result, they too hold some culpability. For the behavior of the “less religious group” can indeed have negative effects that only creates further distance between them.

But the key point is this. Money is merely a means to have your speech heard. If you want somebody to listen to your opinion, you can pay him so that he listens. If you want many people to hear your opinion, you can pay for an advertisement on TV. Thus, while money doesn’t actually talk, it does help you talk. In essence, money is a medium through which we speak. If you limit money, you limit speech.

But, is there not an equivalent? Articulate? So why is it not a violation of “free speech” to forbid a writer from writing convincingly? Would it not be a violation of “free speech” to forbid a reader from reading a book convincingly? Would it not be a violation of “free speech” to forbid a listener from listening articulately? So why is it not a violation of free speech to forbid somebody from contributing money to a campaign, in order to have himself heard?

"WE NEED TO EXPAND OUR SOCIAL CIRCLES AND INTERACT WITH THOSE WHO WE PERCEIVE AS DIFFERENT."

Is Money Really Everything?

By Jonathan Livi

During the CNBC Republican debate on October 28th, presidential nominee Donald Trump said the following: “SuperPacs are a disaster. They’re a scam. They cause dishonesty. And you better get rid of them because they are causing a lot of bad decisions to be made by some very good people.”

As we’ve all come to expect, his rhetoric was unexpected for a Republican presidential candidate. In general, Republicans favor removing campaign finance regulations, rather than strengthening them. But what can we say, Trump is Trump. Just a few moments later, a rather insightful comment was made. After being referenced obliquely by one of the moderators, Marco Rubio jumped into the discussion to say: “I know the Democrats have the ultimate SuperPac. It’s called the mainstream media!”

The crowd went wild, and while the comment was intended to be more witty than intellectually profound, it is reality contained as much profundity as wit. His statement revealed the greatest flaw with the argument for campaign finance regulations, which, due to the farce surrounding the statement, was almost entirely missed.

Presently, the law forbids an individual to contribute any more than $5000 to a presidential campaign. The reason for this regulation is simple. It is not fair and it is certainly not democratic for wealthy individuals to have undue influence on political campaigns. By limiting the amount that an individual could contribute to a campaign, one limits the amount of influence that wealthy individuals can have on campaigns, and ultimately, on policy. Ostensibly, the argument sounds reasonable and fair, but does it hold water? With a little bit of scrutiny, it becomes clear that it does not.

Money is a necessary part of campaigns. Why not? Because money does not directly affect people’s opinions. Speech affects people’s opinions, not money. People get influenced by the things that they hear and the things that they see. That is it. So where does money come into the picture? Money is merely a means to have your speech heard. If you want somebody to listen to your opinion, you can pay him so that he listens. If you want many people to hear your opinion, you can pay for an advertisement on TV. Thus, while money doesn’t actually talk, it does help you talk. In essence, money is a medium through which we speak. If you limit money, you limit speech.

But, is there not an equivalent? Articulate? So why is it not a violation of “free speech” to forbid a writer from writing convincingly? Would it not be a violation of “free speech” to forbid a reader from reading a book convincingly? Would it not be a violation of “free speech” to forbid a listener from listening articulately? So why is it not a violation of free speech to forbid somebody from contributing money to a campaign, in order to have himself heard?

This is why Marco Rubio’s statements were so insightful. By equating the monied to a SuperPac, he essentially equated two forms of speech: direct monetary contributions to a political campaign, and direct rhetorical contributions to a political campaign. There is no difference between the two, and limiting the one is as much a violation of “free speech” as limiting the other.

So why are politicians, primarily Democrats, so eager to limit the amount of monetary speech people can expend during the political process? Perhaps, it is because Democrats are fixated on money, and this is not as pejorative as it is descriptive. Democrats tend to explain problems in pecuniary terms. It is why a White House spokesperson recently claimed that a lack of jobs is responsible for fostering radical Islamic ideologies in the Middle East. It is also why Democrats believe that our inferiority in education is due to a lack of education spending, despite the fact that we spend more per student than any other country in the world. In lieu of this, Democrats greatly tapped the effects of money on the political process, and it is what leads them to fear this kind of political speech over others.

But there is good news for proponents of campaign finance regulations. They may not be all that necessary anyways. Jeb Bush, the Republican candidate with the most money, is practically out of the race. Donald Trump, on the other hand, has barely spent a penny, and has led in the polls for months. Perhaps money doesn’t really influence the political process much after all. In an era where information is free and easily accessible, perhaps you can say that monetary speech has lost its value. What matters most in an election is free and easily accessible, perhaps you can say that monetary speech has lost its value. What matters most in an election is the ability to communicate with your fellow citizens in a coherent and well-articulated manner. A talented writer can change minds with elegant prose. A famous person can change minds by simply using his fame, and a businessman can change minds by paying to have people listen. None of the things mentioned above are actual speech, but they are intimately related to it. They are so much part and parcel of speech, that for practical purposes they are indistinguishable from it. Just ask yourself the following. Would it not be a violation of “free speech” to forbid a writer from writing convincing? Would it not be a violation of “free speech” to forbid somebody from contributing money to a campaign, in order to have himself heard?

WWW.YUCOMMENTATOR.ORG
Warning: Low Battery!!

The newest product set to hit the open markets in 2016 is the FlashBattery for smartphones. StoreDot’s novel technology has optimized capacity, fast charging, and extended battery-life, in addition to enhancing its safety. The FlashBattery is such a quick charging battery that absorbs enough power in just 1 minute that it can last an entire day. Compared to the hour and a half it usually takes today. This technology results from new organic materials, allowing for rapid charge and discharge cycles withstanding thousands of charge/discharge cycles and extend battery life to 3 years of operation. The materials and battery structure increases charge cycles from the standard 500 in LiBs to 2,500 cycles in FlashBattery, which is a 500% increase! Additionally, the FlashBattery cannot overcharge which is a common problem in the current batteries leading to shorter battery lives. These breakthroughs inspired StoreDot to expand its applications to electric cars. One of the biggest problems for electric cars is how long it takes to fill up the battery and it is a big contribution to “range anxiety” fears. It would make a huge difference to drivers if they were confident in the knowledge that they could get a five minute fill up. Another huge problem was the heat the current electric car batteries produce. In half reducing the usual 500-600 charges to 200-300. In May 2015, StoreDot announced at the Microsoft ThinkNext Contest in Tel Aviv that they could get a five minute fill up. Another huge problem was the heat the current electric car batteries produce. In half reducing the usual 500-600 charges to 200-300. In May 2015, StoreDot announced at the Microsoft ThinkNext Contest in Tel Aviv that it had started working on a technology that will fully charge electric vehicles in 5 minutes, which will go a long way towards solving people’s “range anxiety” fears. StoreDot also developed new organic materials that make very little heat. This change improves the original amount of cycles almost four times to around 1500-2000 charges.

Another potential issue with StoreDot’s model is that you clearly need a powerful electrical infrastructure to produce the energy for this super quick charge so it’s unlikely that people will have them at their personal homes. In StoreDot’s own words, their solution is that people will make “a 5-minute stop at a local refueling station for a full tank that can last for three hundred miles.” But to obtain this high amount of energy in these charging stations the company will need government support. The cost of a StoreDot car battery will be about 20 to 30 percent higher than the current lithium-ion batteries mainly because of the expensive organic materials. However, for electric car owners the cost could go down nearly 50% per mile over the electric vehicle’s lifetime. The first important improvement is it will require much fewer battery replacements as these new batteries don’t deteriorate as quickly and have three times the amount of life cycles. StoreDot expects that we will see the first product late in 2016 and be ready for the commercial market by 2017. These two biggest problems for batteries have been the size and the time needed to recharge and amazingly StoreDot has found solutions for both. Current electric vehicle technology has maxed out in range with the Tesla Model S 85 kWh, which can go 265 miles. Only one other electric vehicle, the Toyota’s RAV4 EV, can go more than 100 miles on one charge. If StoreDot is successful they could create the greatest electric car to date which could greatly affect the current electric car market and popularity. After all this groundbreaking work, StoreDot has a future goal of using its technology to enhance various electronics areas such as superfast Flash memory and bio-lasers. An even bigger impact could be made in an area called “nano-medicine” improving significantly drug delivery, food security, bio labeling and more. The applications of this nano-technology do have their downsides as people might become even more addicted to their phones and other electronic devices. Looking back at StoreDot’s core competency, their battery technology, it’s clear that they are on the verge of something special. “Battery technology is the single biggest challenge holding back the consumer electronics industry right now,” says Ben Wood from the CCS Insight Consultancy. If StoreDot is able to crack battery technology and make substantial improvements, it could change the way we use our cellphones, cars, and other technological devices as well, and will potentially save people time, money, and energy in the process.

What do Corporate Scandals Mean for Investors?

By Elie Sundel

It seems that with every passing day another corporate scandal pops up. Today it was Valeant acknowledging “fake sales” on their accounting books; yesterday it was Volkswagen installing “defeat devices” to bypass emission in their cars; tomorrow it will be different characters but the same plot. The murky divide between Main Street and Wall Street is without a doubt ever-present. Investors’ minds are consumed with visions of CEO’s traveling the world in luxurious yachts and employees taking limousines to and from work. So how do we, as investors, move past such scandals and feel comfortable investing our hard-earned money in the stocks of these companies? To many, finding an undervalued investment is harder than finding a needle in a haystack and that is prior to the added potential of corporate manipulation of the stock price. How can it be, that even after finding that elusive “needle,” a person could have been looking in a faulty haystack the whole time and really found a manipulate stock? Before answering, it’s important to take a step back, look at some cases and differentiate between them. In 1982, after the death of seven people who had taken Tylenol Extra Strength tablets made by parent company Johnson & Johnson, it was discovered that someone had laced them with cyanide. Although the company wasn’t actively in the wrong, a scandal like this still had the potential to devastate their brand and cripple their ability to generate sales. This almost happened, as their stock fell 15% in the following days. As touched on earlier, a little over a month ago, Volkswagen was discovered to have installed “defeat devices,” a software that detects when a car is being tested, thereby producing inaccurate emission levels and bypassing inspections. Volkswagen could then advertise their cars as a never-before-seen combination of fuel efficiency and high-speed capabilities. To many of the close to eleven million consumers, such a feat seemed inexplicable, but they had faith in the system. “We’ve totally screwed up.” “Broken the trust of our customers and the public.” “My urgent task is to win back trust for the Volkswagen.” These are just some of the remarks that current and recently-fired Volkswagen upper management publicly professed. However, to the people who lost millions of dollars after the stock fell from about $38 to $23 in the following days, not to mention the scores of consumers...
The Dark Side of Entrepreneurship

By Etan (Alex) Neiman

You decide to submit yourself to the hours, sweat, and unrelenting stress. This is not a light choice, but it is the choice you know is right. Starting a business or a company is in your blood. You are an entrepreneur. The seventeen hour workdays and extreme financial risk which you are welcoming with open arms are merely means to a greater good. There is, however, a problem. You may have made a severe miscalculation; a miscalculation which could cost you far more than your business or company. This miscalculation could cost you everything.

When my parents decided to walk down the road of entrepreneurship, they felt they were ready for the extreme hours and inherent risks. After all, how could they pass up the opportunity to live out their dream of opening a gourmet bakery? This may be their only chance to find that true fulfillment which had been eluding them all of their professional careers. It would be irresponsible of them not to chase their dream.

So many good people ask and answer all of the right questions before turning to entrepreneurship. All of the right questions except for the most important one: is your family ready for your entrepreneurship? For anybody considering joining the class of entrepreneurs, what absolutely must be considered is that every minute into the night which you spend at your business is a minute your spouse spends at home without you, alone. Every Sunday you work tirelessly to finish that presentation is a Sunday your daughter will be the only player without her father or mother at her basketball game. If you have an order due in five hours and need ten hours to complete it, your family will be the ones to halt their lives and come to your aid. A husband and wife team working those exhausting late hours means that their son will have to do his homework by himself or take care of his own meals. Consider all of these realities and then ask yourself again, is your family ready for your entrepreneurship?

I was certainly not ready. I was not ready to fix my own dinner or put myself to sleep. I wasn’t ready for the alarm clock. Staying up until 3:00 AM on any given Saturday night packing bakery orders may have thrilled some kids but not me. Going straight from school to a candy store for hours is most boys’ dream, but it was my nightmare. I was not ready for the hours or the stress. How could I have been? I was ten.

It is imperative that I take a step back at this point and make clear that there are many practically identical stories to mine which I could have shared. I just have always found it easier to interview myself than to interview others. This article should in no way be construed as any type of judgment or disparagement of decisions made by my particular family. The generalizations discussed in this piece are just that, generalizations, and should absolutely not be automatically assumed to be in reference to my family or their entrepreneurship.

It is too easy to wonder if things would have been different had my family’s entrepreneur never been. Would I have had a less stressful childhood or would stress have just come natural to me by a different means? Is it a tempting line of thinking but one which is irrelevant. Relevancy is something which is found in present and future decisions, not past decisions. When I am sitting in my sixth year at an accounting firm and deciding if I should stick with the firm or perhaps go out on my own, then I will have some relevant questions to ask. Am I married and kids going to be fine spending practically the whole week without seeing me? Is my son going to be ok with me missing his baseball games? I’m pretty confident I know my answer.

I implore every single Syms student who is contemplating entrepreneurship not to fall into the trap which so many entrepreneurs fall into of not considering their family’s readiness. The only practical way to do that is probably to include your family in the conversation. I, Syms ethics classes…everywhere” Pava said. As this newspaper has previously reported, Pava’s professional career has been largely dedicated to the study of business ethics and he holds the Alvin Einbinder Chair in Business Ethics at Sy Syms. Pava said that he wanted students to be aware that there is a Jewish approach to business and that he holds the Alvin Einbender Chair in Business Ethics at Sy Syms. Pava said that he wanted students to be aware that there is a Jewish approach to business and that he sees ethics as key to a business education. Pava noted student complaints about “the bible courses” and thought it would be an opportunity to change course, and said that the YU faculty were among “the best in the world on these topics.” He went on to say he wanted to offer courses more relevant to the education of a business student, and that the University has worked to tailor these courses to a budding business professional.

Rabbi Schachter described his course as “dealing with the relationship between Judaism and the culture around it.” The course touches on the “notion of commitment to Judaism and the challenge of choice, major issues that traditional Jews face in Western culture which emphasizes personal choice.” The course has included guest lectures from prominent figures in Jewish thought and practice, including Rabbi Jonathan Sacks, the former Chief Rabbi of the United Kingdom, and Rabbi Yechiel Meir Dolev, a noted scholar of Jewish law. The course explores the ways in which Jewish values and principles can be applied to contemporary business and ethical challenges.

By Jacob (Avishai) Cohen

The academic Jewish studies requirements for YU undergraduates are among the most contentious issues impacting student experience at the University. Sy Syms, perhaps in recognition of this, has recently made adjustments to the academic Jewish studies courses for its students. For new students, the University’s traditional offerings of Bible and Jewish History have been scrapped. New Sy Syms students find themselves with a brand new buffet of Jewish courses, including Jewish engagements, taught by University professor Rabbi Dr. Jacob J. Schacter, as well as a course with Dr. Daniel Rynhold and another, designed by Dr. Saul Berman. Pava said that in development of the curriculum, he worked with Karen Bacon, Dean of Undergraduate Arts & Sciences, and Rabbi Kasher and YO Pava and they were “instrumental in putting this together.” According to the dean, new Sy Syms students will retain the option of fulfilling the Yeshiva College Jewish studies requirements.

Sy Syms Dean Moses L. Pava told The Commentator that four and a half years ago, he and Dean Strauss decided on “three E’s” — ethics, entrepreneurship and experience-based learning. “The first E, ethics, is something I want to see throughout the entire curriculum, not just in the morning, in Torah classes, in Sy Syms ethics classes…everywhere” Pava said. As this newspaper has previously reported, Pava’s professional career has been largely dedicated to the study of business ethics and he holds the Alvin Einbender Chair in Business Ethics at Sy Syms. Pava said that he wanted students to be aware that there is a Jewish approach to business and that he sees ethics as key to a business education. Pava noted student complaints about “the bible courses” and thought it would be an opportunity to change course, and said that the YU faculty were among “the best in the world on these topics.” He went on to say he wanted to offer courses more relevant to the education of a business student, and that the University has worked to tailor these courses to a budding business professional.

Rabbi Schachter described his course as “dealing with the relationship between Judaism and the culture around it.” The course touches on the “notion of commitment to Judaism and the challenge of choice, major issues that traditional Jews face in Western culture which emphasizes personal choice.” The course has included guest

Developments in the Sy Syms Jewish Curriculum
Syms EMBA Update

By Adam Kramer

Yeshiva University’s Executive Master of Business Administration (EMBA) enters its fourth year, which presents a perfect opportunity to take stock of this unique program— to look back on the first two graduating classes and track their success upon graduation and to assess the future plans for the EMBA.

The Syms EMBA’s fourth entering class, or cohort, began their two-year program this past summer. Looking closer at the program’s enrollment numbers, the first graduating cohort had fifteen students, followed by six in both the second and third cohorts, with nine in the most recent cohort. Compared to the slightly larger number of students in the most recent cohort, Professor Andrew Geller, Director of the Syms EMBA, thinks that nine students gives the program a more solid base, and provides more diversity in the types of people who are in the program. Looking forward, Professor Geller would like to at least double the enrollment from nine to 18 for next year’s fifth cohort.

In a wide-ranging interview with The Commentator, Professor Geller spoke about the delegation of responsibility in the Syms EMBA administration. Margie Martin, Associate Director of Masters of Science in Accounting and Executive MBA Programs, handles all administrative tasks. Professor Geller’s tasks fall into one of the two categories. The first is academic tasks, such as ensuring that the program is set up the right way and that professors are teaching the correct material and at the correct level. In Professor Geller’s own terms, this is the “most important part of my job. This is what I want to focus on.” The second category of task is recruiting students. Professor Geller admits that YU’s financial constraints have impacted his ability to market the EMBA, and may have contributed to the smaller number of students in the second, third, and fourth cohorts, but he believes they’ll have more money this coming year for their marketing efforts.

One of the biggest adjustments Professor Geller will make going forward is how the EMBA is brought to market. Initially, Syms primarily advertised in Jewish newspapers, with the goal of inviting potential EMBA candidates to information sessions where they could learn more about the program. Moving forward, Professor Geller will implement a digital media driven strategy whereby he will put more of a focus on continuing to upgrade the EMBA website and setting up social media pages to interact with potential students.

Over the coming weeks, Syms will finalize a formal budget and plan for how best to approach digital marketing to recruit a significantly larger group of students for next summer’s incoming cohort. The EMBA program will work with a consulting firm to contemplate how to position their social media campaign. The use of social media, however, will serve the additional purpose of providing the EMBA program with the analytics necessary to better understand their target market. Syms will use Google analytics to track who is visiting their website, and more specifically, to find out which pages within the site were visited, what their bounce rate was and other such metrics.

One of the primary reasons why people attend an EMBA program is to advance in their careers in a way that without an MBA degree wouldn’t have been possible. As a result, one of the key performance indicators of the success of an EMBA program is how alumni are faring in terms of promotions at companies they already worked for or elsewhere.

Although the second cohort graduated this past spring, Professor Geller cautioned that it’s too soon to really gauge the utility of the EMBA program for them in their careers. The first cohort graduated 1-1.5 years ago, so we can tell a little more by looking at their career advancements. Among the students in the first cohort was someone who worked for a large company and needed to have an MBA next to her name to get to the next level professionally. Through matriculating in the EMBA program, she was able to get a promotion within the same company. Other EMBA graduates put more of a focus on continuing to upgrade the EMBA program, as in courses that meet both in person and online on an every other day basis on the weekend each week, for classes. As a result, in the third year of the program, the Syms EMBA cut back on their in-person classes so that now they meet on three out of every four Sundays. With the fourth cohort, the program is designed so that they have in-person classes every other Sunday.

The EMBA program has been able to make this shift by utilizing blended courses, as in courses that meet both in person and online on different days. The third cohort actually liked meeting in person better and didn’t want as many online classes, so Professor Geller stressed that the program will continue with some “brick and mortar” courses, along with blended courses.

On a more macro level, the value of the EMBA program for YU is that once you have a business school, an MBA program of some kind is critical. While YU and Syms do have other masters programs, Professor Geller believes that Syms needs to offer an MBA of some kind since it’s the archetypical degree of a business school. Syms currently has plans to create a traditional MBA program; as well, Syms and YU’s Cardozo School of Law are in the process of collaborating on a joint JD/MBA degree. Since it’s still quite early in the process, a lot of the details including the when the new program will start and which faculty members will be involved, are yet to be determined.

People looking at Syms from the outside are able to see a business school with a strong graduate program, including an EMBA program. Professor Geller is proud that the school is offering an EMBA because there’s no other way to have this kind of EMBA program without having classes on Shabbat. For Orthodox Jews this is important, and it’s important for YU to provide this service as well.
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lecturers such as University Professor David Shatz who spoke about non-Jews in the Jewish perspective. Israel, Christianity and tikkun olam are on the agenda for the semester. Rabbi Schacter said that his goal for the course was to spur students to think and avoid a superficial presentation of these issues. "One of our students who just started the course at the end of August this year has already received a higher, better paying job at a bigger company with a lot more room for career advancement, in part because he was able to tell his prospective employer that he comes from an EMBA program. That was enough to make a real difference for him.”

Professor Geller commented that students have greatly benefited from the relationships they were able to develop in the Syms EMBA. Additionally, even though the first two cohorts had a substantial difference in number of students (fifteen in the first and six in the second), each cohort liked the groups that they had. Professor Geller remarked that he knows of many students who have continued these relationships and in many cases, have conducted business together since leaving the EMBA program. Among the kinks that the EMBA program is still working out is the ideal way to conduct classes. In the Syms EMBA program was traditional, in the sense that students met every Sunday, in person, in YU’s Beren Campus. The feedback on this style of program was that it was difficult for people who kept Shabbat (who have to give up their only free day on the weekend each week, for classes. As a result, in the third year of the program, the Syms EMBA cut back on their in-person classes so that now they meet on three out of every four Sundays. With the fourth cohort, the program is designed so that they have in-person classes every other Sunday.

The EMBA program has been able to make this shift by utilizing blended courses, as in courses that meet both in person and online on different days. The third cohort actually liked meeting in person better and didn’t want as many online classes, so Professor Geller stressed that the program will continue with some “brick and mortar” courses, along with blended courses.

On a more macro level, the value of the EMBA program for YU is that once you have a business school, an MBA program of some kind is critical. While YU and Syms do have other masters programs, Professor Geller believes that Syms needs to offer an MBA of some kind since it’s the archetypical degree of a business school. Syms currently has plans to create a traditional MBA program; as well, Syms and YU’s Cardozo School of Law are in the process of collaborating on a joint JD/MBA degree. Since it’s still quite early in the process, a lot of the details including the when the new program will start and which faculty members will be involved, are yet to be determined.

People looking at Syms from the outside are able to see a business school with a strong graduate program, including an EMBA program. Professor Geller is proud that the school is offering an EMBA because there’s no other way to have this kind of EMBA program without having classes on Shabbat. For Orthodox Jews this is important, and it’s important for YU to provide this service as well.

taught by Rabbi Emanuel Z. Feldman, a RIETS Rosh HaYeshiva and Robert Greenberg, professor of Business Law and last year’s Syms professor of the year. Pava noted that redeploying the Jewish u'Maddah. We should all be proud of the course in the history of Yeshiva University that really is set up the right way and that professors are teaching the correct material and at the correct level. In Professor Geller’s own terms, this is the “most important part of my job. This is what I want to focus on.” The second category of task is recruiting students. Professor Geller admits that YU’s financial constraints have impacted his ability to market the EMBA, and may have contributed to the smaller number of students in the second, third, and fourth cohorts, but he believes they’ll have more money this coming year for their marketing efforts.

One of the biggest adjustments Professor Geller will make going forward is how the EMBA is brought to market. Initially, Syms primarily advertised in Jewish newspapers, with the goal of inviting potential EMBA candidates to information sessions where they could learn more about the program. Moving forward, Professor Geller will implement a digital media driven strategy whereby he will put more of a focus on continuing to upgrade the EMBA website and setting up social media pages to interact with potential students.

Over the coming weeks, Syms will finalize a formal budget and plan for how best to approach digital marketing to recruit a significantly larger group of students for next summer’s incoming cohort. The EMBA program will work with a consulting firm to contemplate how to position their social media campaign. The use of social media, however, will serve the additional purpose of providing the EMBA program with the analytics necessary to better understand their target market. Syms will use Google analytics to track who is visiting their website, and more specifically, to find out which pages within the site were visited, what their bounce rate was and other such metrics.

One of the primary reasons why people attend an EMBA program is to advance in their careers in a way that without an MBA degree wouldn’t have been possible. As a result, one of the key performance indicators of the success of an EMBA program is how alumni are faring in terms of promotions at companies they already worked for or elsewhere.

Although the second cohort graduated this past spring, Professor Geller cautioned that it’s too soon to really gauge the utility of the EMBA program for them in their careers. The first cohort graduated 1-1.5 years ago, so we can tell a little more by looking at their career advancements. Among the students in the first cohort was someone who worked for a large company and needed to have an MBA next to her name to get to the next level professionally. Through matriculating in the EMBA program, she was able to get a promotion within the same company. Other EMBA graduates put more of a focus on continuing to upgrade the EMBA program, as in courses that meet both in person and online on an every other day basis on the weekend each week, for classes. As a result, in the third year of the program, the Syms EMBA cut back on their in-person classes so that now they meet on three out of every four Sundays. With the fourth cohort, the program is designed so that they have in-person classes every other Sunday.

The EMBA program has been able to make this shift by utilizing blended courses, as in courses that meet both in person and online on different days. The third cohort actually liked meeting in person better and didn’t want as many online classes, so Professor Geller stressed that the program will continue with some “brick and mortar” courses, along with blended courses.

On a more macro level, the value of the EMBA program for YU is that once you have a business school, an MBA program of some kind is critical. While YU and Syms do have other masters programs, Professor Geller believes that Syms needs to offer an MBA of some kind since it’s the archetypical degree of a business school. Syms currently has plans to create a traditional MBA program; as well, Syms and YU’s Cardozo School of Law are in the process of collaborating on a joint JD/MBA degree. Since it’s still quite early in the process, a lot of the details including the when the new program will start and which faculty members will be involved, are yet to be determined.

People looking at Syms from the outside are able to see a business school with a strong graduate program, including an EMBA program. Professor Geller is proud that the school is offering an EMBA because there’s no other way to have this kind of EMBA program without having classes on Shabbat. For Orthodox Jews this is important, and it’s important for YU to provide this service as well.
Thinking about your summer plans?
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